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Statement of Confidentiality
All information included in this business plan is considered confidential. The information in this document was gathered
for the exclusive use of Allegany County, New York for the purpose of planning and economic development any other
use of this information is strictly prohibited.
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1.0 Executive Summary
Conxx Inc. has been retained to evaluate the opportunity to expand broadband services across Allegany County
and to leverage the benefits of the new ARRA-funded ION Network fiber-optic build in the county.
In conjunction with that effort, Conxx has also been asked to review the Emergency 9-1-1 Network for the Land
Mobile Radio (LMR) system, and the Point-of-Presence (POP) building at the Crossroads Complex to see if and how
either can function as resources to further enhance broadband development in Allegany County, NY.
As Conxx has a successful practice in multi-service/public safety network development for municipal clients, we
first evaluated the largest existing public network in the county – the 9-1-1 Communications Network for the LMR
System. This is actually two communications systems working together to create a wide-area voice network:
• A point-to-point wireless network that connects radio transmitters on towers to each other 		
and to the dispatchers operating from the 9-1-1 Communications Center. Funding for additional towers
has been applied for and will provide greater coverage in the future.
• A point-to-multipoint Land Mobile Radio (LMR) system, i.e. hand held or vehicle based 2-way radios,
which tie police, fire and first responders together with each other and the 9-1-1 Communications Center
via Base Station radios mounted at the towers.
There are instances when existing 9-1-1 telecom equipment can be economically upgraded from a single purpose
to multi-purpose capability that can then be used to distribute data, voice and video across a community-wide
broadband platform.
However, the type of equipment used to create the Allegany County 9-1-1 system does not appear to offer a viable
option for upgrade to carry community broadband. The 9-1-1 system is based on Motorola ‘wireless bridge’ radios
operating in the 4.9GHz unlicensed spectrum, and not on FCC-licensed frequency microwave hops. The current
system’s surplus bandwidth is minimal, and there is no system functionality to separate or prioritize different
network users.
While this is an economical and functional system for a rural county 9-1-1 system with minimal additional 4.9 GHz
radio frequency interference, this design will not accept upgrades to function as a backbone for a multi-purpose
network. It is a dedicated, single-purpose network that works for the current land mobile radio traffic. But this
network is not sufficient to facilitate the new congressionally approved FirstNet interoperability broadband network.
The newer technology for the700 MHz FCC set aside for Public Safety will require greater bandwidth than can be
deployed on the existing 9-1-1 unlicensed radio network backbone.
The tower infrastructure, however, that supports the county 9-1-1 system is invaluable for its potential to physically
support additional multi-purpose wireless network equipment that would be built in parallel with the current 9-11 system. This new network can have the capacity to support emerging 9-1-1 technology, and carry broadband
connections for community needs.
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As indicated in our preliminary network design done for a NY State Broadband grant application, the wireless
network backbone will be fed by ION fiber in two locations that route to different parts of the state to provide
superb network reliability.
This broadband network can also be used to provide additional data paths for the 9-1-1 system. This can mitigate
the current single-point-of-failure risk that is inherent in the 9-1-1 system single-path/single-radio design.
A county wide wireless broadband network, built on existing towers, appears able to serve the lion’s share of the
county residential and business locations. Propagation models do not compensate for the extraordinary tree canopy
in Allegany County – so one challenge will be to contain expectations about user reception of wireless coverage.
Where there isn’t clear line-of-sight from a desired service location to a network transmitting location, such as a 9-11 tower, success will demand both innovation and luck.
In our experience we can engineer repeaters from taller buildings, water towers, and telephone poles to expand
coverage. In some cases wireless coverage to some locations will be very expensive to achieve, and hard line or
satellite connectivity might be the better solution.
We anticipate end-user connections in lower radio frequencies that better penetrate foliage while still providing
reasonable data throughput. We anticipate testing the new “white space” spectrum equipment recently released
by the FCC as it is projected to represent a technology even better suited to penetrate trees and structures. Also
a consideration is last mile gear that operates in the restricted 3.65 GHz spectrum – if FCC clearance for Allegany
County can be obtained.
Also, there have been a number of advances in radio technology that show some success in difficult to serve areas
such as Allegany County. OFDM (Orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing) and MIMO (multiple-input and
multiple-output) in combination with new diversity antennas allow better penetration, reflection resolution and
significantly higher speeds.
The FCC is also considering releasing substantial additional bandwidth in the 3.5GHz range where a few radio
manufacturers will be ready to deploy LTE ready radios in the next 12 months. This is one advantage of international
frequency allocations that commonly use the 3.5GHz bands for licensed and unlicensed services -- so Allegany
County may be able to benefit from their economy of scale and advanced radio technologies.
An investment in a county network can be rationalized by greater efficiency and cost savings generated for the
county and local governments; additional services to the overall community and potential revenue generated to
help sustain the operation.
In most rural areas a wide-area municipal network project requires start-up public financial support as the eventual
cost-savings and revenue potential is limited by the modest size of local government operations and marketplace
size for private users.
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In January 2013 Allegany County determined that it paid approximately $3,000/month for internet connections
which are under-serving the needs of the ever-growing workflow requirements. A county sponsored network could
mitigate this cost while providing higher capacity service. The 10-year savings in conservatively calculated to be
$360,000.
An in-depth study of the complete telecommunications structure in the county and related municipal agencies can
determine municipal benefits and savings more accurately. Meanwhile new revenue can only be projected, but not
guaranteed. Therefore financial investment and risks can be managed, but not eliminated.
Fortunately, the State of New York recognizes the critical importance of advanced broadband in rural counties and
makes grants available to help fund deployment. With the state as a potential funding partner, Allegany County is
in an improved position to build a public broadband network and limit the financial impact to local taxpayers.
In support of a NY State Broadband grant application Conxx has completed a preliminary design of a carriergrade, multipurpose network to be installed on the existing 9-1-1 towers for an initial phase of broadband and
private networking service in the community. Conxx envisions a county-based, public-private entity such as a Local
Development Corporation (LDC) as the owner of the physical network, with Conxx or other firm supporting as the
managing and technical arm of the project.
Through this contracted manager, the LDC can provide wholesale broadband service to critical institutions, strategic
employers, libraries, schools and municipalities; and make connectivity available for local Internet Service Providers
that are qualified to offer retail-level subscriptions to residents and smaller business users.
The Conxx team is obligated to set a reasonable expectation, however, with respect to wireless broadband coverage
for all parts of the county. Given the steep hills, deep valleys and tall trees that constitute the area’s impressive
scenery, we expect to encounter coverage gaps, holes and shadows that will be expensive to mitigate. While
universal wireless coverage would be ideal, the cost to cover the most difficult areas of the county can be a limiting
factor. That is why there are local areas still without cell phone or 2-way radio coverage. The cost/benefit ratio does
not ordinarily fund the recovery of the initial investment. Issues of public safety, however, help justify expenditure of
Federal, State and Local resources to achieve coverage in hard to reach areas, and a multipurpose network can serve
public safety needs and deliver community communications as well.
Emerging technology may help communities with such a varied landscape as Allegany County. “White space”, those
UHF frequencies unused or recently vacated due to the dissolution of analog TV in the US have a characteristic that
follows nearer the ground and better penetrates trees and buildings. As newly approved gear becomes commercially
available, it should be a priority to test deploy here.
Likewise, the FCC has set aside the 700 MHz D-Block spectrum for new public safety bandwidth, and Allegany
County should anticipate an opportunity to build its share of a seamless national network for interoperability that
transcends regional and state borders. The announced federal government plan is to provide 80% of the cost of a
local 700 MHz build. Published guidelines indicate that a local investment in a Conxx-style network would qualify to
help satisfy the 20% local match. Early published guidelines for this 700 MHz network suggest a multi use business
approach.
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Emerging technology may help communities with such a varied landscape as Allegany County. “White space”, those
UHF frequencies unused or recently vacated due to the dissolution of analog TV in the US have a characteristic that
follows nearer the ground and better penetrates trees and buildings. As newly approved gear becomes commercially
available, it should be a priority to test deploy here.
Likewise, the FCC has set aside the 700 MHz D-Block spectrum for new public safety bandwidth, and Allegany
County should anticipate an opportunity to build its share of a seamless national network for interoperability that
transcends regional and state borders. The announced federal government plan is to provide 80% of the cost of a
local 700 MHz build. Published guidelines indicate that a local investment in a Conxx-style network would qualify to
help satisfy the 20% local match. Early published guidelines for this 700 MHz network suggest a multi use business
approach.
Recommendations to Improve Telecommunications in Allegany County:
1. The County should build a carrier-grade network core that can deliver robust capacity for diverse users on a
reliable and scalable backbone. Broadband service providers will be drawn in to fill the marketplace demand
supported by that backbone, and those beyond the limits of for-profit providers can be considered for an alternate
service arrangement.
2. Consider the benefits of public-private partnership by establishing a Local Development Corporation with
members that represent the county administration, industrial development, and elected and community leaders.
The LDC can shape the interface between the network and service providers, manage community connections,
engage professional service, and request the assistance, as needed, of the county 9-1-1 and IT Departments.
3. Invest in relationships with local Internet Service Providers to share technology and resources to fuel higher
quality and faster speed to the local users and maintain a more stable and robust backbone to feed those providers.
4. Anticipate the eventual migration of the 9-1-1 network onto this higher caliber backbone to enhance
communications capability and reliability. Re-deploy recovered equipment from the existing 9-1-1 network to add
public safety coverage and capabilities.
5. Use the leadership capacity of Pubic Safety and Communications Committees of the County Legislature to cultivate
regular discussion and long-term County collaboration with the county first responders and police agencies. The
9-1-1 Communications Center management may need this additional support while changes are implemented and
accepted.
6. Consider the opportunity to become a supplier of advanced services for which federal funds can help to subsidize
cost in the community – services to schools, libraries, and medical facilities can be supported by Universal Service
Funds.
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7. Remain diligent in the hunt for grant dollars and budget for on-going expansion as innovation and greater

utilization will create pressure for upgrades.

8. Actively promote the discussion of how broadband technology can cut costs for government, deliver advanced
services to residents, and create expanded economic opportunity in the region.
We find an essential resource in Allegany County that will help overcome the gaps and speed bumps just ahead. The
community-wide Optimism, Cooperation and Determination are apparent to our project members.
We are excited to be a part of the Allegany County team and approach the deployment phase of an Allegany County
Network with great anticipation for success!
Conxx Inc.
Smart Technology
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“NATIONAL BROADBAND
IS A MUCH BETTER INVESTMENT
THAN FAST BROADBAND.
GETTING EVERYONE, HOWEVER RURAL,
UP TO 2 MBPS PRODUCES
A MUCH BETTER RETURN ON INVESTMENT
THAN TRYING TO MAKE SURE
THE URBAN AREAS HAVE 50 MBPS.”
Tim Worstall for Forbes, 8-26-2012
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2.0 Public Safety Communications
Allegany County NY requested an assessment of both the current Radio Frequency (RF) 9-1-1 communications
system, and options for expanding additional land mobile radio (LMR) capabilities for public safety and data uses.
Conxx conducted a review of the RF design of the current 9-1-1 system, including assessment of redundancy and
backup, frequency licenses, system strength and weakness, and technology options to more fully utilize public
telecom assets to their fullest potential.
Of particular interest to Conxx is the statement in the 2011 Allegany County Communications Report:
“All of the microwave connections will have IP addresses with 300 Meg capabilities at each point on the wheel…
There is adequate bandwidth and internet connectivity at all tower sites.”
Confirmation of this statement could indicate that the network core of the new 9-1-1 system was a viable platform
for distribution of multi-purpose broadband within Allegany County. Conxx has a depth of experience with
multi-service municipal networks that carry public safety
In January 2013 Conxx secured additional info from Lt.
and additional traffic on a singular carrier-grade microwave
Hanchett that is important to include with regard to
data backbone. This approach maximizes the existing public
system procurement, design, reliability, and operations.
communications assets for additional community benefit.
During this assessment Conxx initially met with 9-1-1 Center
Management: Lt. Dan Hanchett and Chief Dispatcher Randy
Swarthout. These professionals were helpful, open and
enthusiastic regarding the 9-1-1 system evaluation, but
neither individual had ready access to any detailed technical
information regarding the recently installed 9-1-1
telecommunications system. A technician from SAIA
Communications joined the meeting, and was not able to
provide additional network design information.
Conxx was referred to SAIA Communications principal Mike
Saia in Buffalo. Mr. Saia provided a manifest of installed
equipment and readily agreed to participate in a conference
call with Bill Risse, Dave Kartchner, Brent Mortensen, and Brian
Feist to discuss the technical design and features of the new
Allegany County 9-1-1 network.
The network design conference call on September 13th 2012
with Mike Saia revealed that:
• The new Allegany County 9-1-1 system was built on a platform
of unlicensed point-to-point wireless bridge connections
that were operating at a 20 MHz bandwidth. In theory that
bandwidth could deliver 50-100 mbps of data, however the
system has been throttled to a much lower throughput in order
to maximize reliability for the public safety dispatch system.

Conxx includes this information in this format to
provide a complete record from those involved:

“Some time ago my predecessor submitted for a
multi-million dollar grant through the Department of
Homeland Security. This original RFP was written by a
vendor’s engineer in hopes of receiving a much greater
amount of funding than what was actually received.
With this said, NO vendors were able to comply with
the RFP as written due to build-out costs. One (1)
proposal letter, designing a scaled down version of the
original RFP was received. The proposal offered some
of the same aspects of the RFP, but not all that was
desired or specifically described either.
Therefore my predecessor, the Public Safety Committee,
and then finally the full Board of Legislators, approved
and accepted the proposal letter. It was soon after this
decision was made that I took over the 911 Center.
What I found during this process was a 1.7 million
dollar grant sitting on a shelf, and the Department of
Homeland Security breathing down our necks to“spend
the money or lose it”. Hence the system was started,
and eventually completed with minimal changes to
the proposal. Testing by my office began in the fall of
2011. Coverage area maps (or the propagation studies)
were tested and we found that these studies were not
100% accurate, instead we found coverage far better.
Although I found that the new system did not have the
level of redundancy that I would prefer, there were no
further avenues for funding available.”
- Lt. Dan Hanchett
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• The system runs on single-device, single-path connections between towers – meaning there is no redundancy or
‘hot-standby’ provision in the system. A single bridge radio failure will cause the loss of a geographic sector until
that device can be physically replaced or repaired or switched.
• The public safety network is not connected to the ION fiber network.
• Motorola equipment (Motorola Point-to-Point PTP49600) deployed in the system are ‘bridge’ radios – not licensed
microwave units. While this is a competent configuration for a
dedicated public safety dispatch system, the design does not
allow for the separation of mission-critical vs. secondary or
community data. Use of the public safety network to deliver
internet bandwidth to first-responders, for example, would
compete without control for the bandwidth needed for public
safety radio communications. This would create an uncontrolled
and unacceptable risk to the public safety network.
Given the specifics of the installed 9-1-1 network core as
described by Mike Saia, the expanded use of that system for
broadband distribution and backhaul is not recommended for the County.
In addition, the 9-1-1 system presents a notable risk factor for regional failure in the event of the loss of a single
wireless bridge device. The system was deployed to meet funds available, and this design risk is understood by SAIA
Communications and 9-1-1 Communication Center managers.
“The equipment purchased and used in the build-out is some of the most reliable on the market today. Also the coverage areas
per-tower are so efficient that when a tower is dropped for maintenance or repairs there is nearly NO LOSS in coverage for the
end users or the dispatch center. I do not see an “uncontrolled or unacceptable risk to the public safety network” with the current
system, with coverage as efficient as demonstrated. As stated this would only occur should the system be used as-is to compete
for bandwidth with the private sector. There is constant monitoring of the system by the vendor and the dispatch center to ensure
a no-failure status 24/7/365.
Because of cost, there was little redundancy built into the system, therefore I made sure to keep our old repeater system intact
and directed all high band users to maintain their radio programming to have a second level of redundancy should there be a
catastrophic failure of the new microwave system. It is intuitively obvious to even the most casual observer that the “notable risk
factor” to public safety has been mitigated due to the systems enhanced coverage. Simply put, just because the system will not work
to provide public access to broad band internet, does not mean that the system doesn’t operate extremely well for public safety.”

As a different solution for community broadband is developed the county should consider how to further enhance
and protect the 9-1-1 Communications system at the same time. The availability of a carrier-grade microwave
backbone with advanced digital prioritization controls would allow an additional path for the public safety radio
towers to provide redundancy, and provide capacity to deploy Next-Generation 9-1-1 equipment as needed.
Additionally a carrier-grade, licensed-microwave backbone will allow the future development of public safety
mobile data services, video backhaul and Automatic Vehicle Locator (AVL) capability.
During the late summer of 2012, a NY State Broadband Grant deadline fueled that opportunity to design such a
network that would manage community broadband and support public safety.
The second aspect of the 9-1-1 Communications System is the Land Mobile Radio system or LMR. These are the invehicle and hand held radios used by public safety responders to communicate with the Communications Center
and with each other in the field.
Allegany County New York • Telecommunications - A Public Private Partnership
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In 2011 the Allegany County Communications and Public Safety Committees formulated a report (October 4th,
2011) to assess the overall Land Mobile Radio (LMR) needs of Public Safety and Public Works with the additional
consideration of adding more public/government users.
The Communications Report outlined the County’s approach for eventually migrating to a P-25 Digital format
exclusively in the VHF-Hi frequency range. The goal of P25 is to enable public safety responders to communicate with
each other to achieve enhanced coordination, timely response, and efficient and effective use of communications
equipment.

Project 25
P25 is a suite of standards for digital radio communications for use by federal, state/province and local public
safety agencies to enable them to communicate with other agencies and mutual aid response teams in
emergencies. It is a collaboration of the following:
• Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials-International (APCO) •
• National Association of State Telecommunications Directors (NASTD) •
National Telecommunications and Information Administration (NTIA) •
• National Communications System (NCS) •
• National Security Agency (NSA) •
• Department of Defense (DoD) •
• Homeland Security Federal Partnership for Interoperable Communication (FPIC) •
• US Coast Guard •
• National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) •
• Office of Law Enforcement Standards for US Department of Commerce •
Public safety responders have been upgrading from analog to digital radio since the 1990s. Varying user
protocols and different public safety radio spectrum made it difficult for Public Safety to achieve interoperability
and widespread acceptance among the public safety agencies.
During disaster events and emergencies, one of the most serious problems is communication -- due to use
of outdated equipment, limited availability of radio frequencies, isolated or independent planning, lack of
coordination and cooperation between agencies, community priorities competing for resources, funding and
ownership and control of communications systems.
In some cases, radio communication systems are incompatible and inoperable not just within a jurisdiction
but within departments or agencies within the same community. The attack on the World Trade Center
exposed exactly this problem in New York City.
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The County has taken steps to update its communications infrastructure with P-25 capable equipment and has
applied for various grants to enhance its capabilities to better serve the Public Safety communities. The requested
grant funds would add towers and radio equipment to increase coverage and reliability for field-based radio users.
While the County has applied for these grant funds, they are not yet secured. Further expansion is limited by funding
availability.
A migration to P-25 compliant VHF Hi-Band LMR radio transmitters and receivers will modernize the LMR system
on the county side – but this upgrade presents a financial challenge and a cultural shift for the First Responder
community.
Most of the county fire departments communicate in the VHF Lo-Band range – the frequency scheduled for
abandonment during the county 911 P-25 upgrade. A migration to VHF-Hi Band is necessary since the VHF-Low
band equipment that has been used for decades is no longer readily available for purchase, and existing equipment
is at end of life.
In addition those police and EMS responders in the VHF-Hi Band are equipped with analog radio equipment.
So before the county can complete a move to P25 digital mode operation, the issue of replacing all of the first
responders’ vehicle based and hand held radios has to be addressed. Otherwise the county 9-1-1 system can further
upgrade to P25 ‘capable’ equipment that will be configured to communicate with the responders’ legacy analog
equipment.
The local service providers are faced with budget constraints that limit their abilities to fund the large-scale
replacement of their communications equipment. In some cases, individual departments or groups of departments
have made independent application for federal grant funding to address their own needs.
If successful with those funding requests there is a possible complication if the ensuing equipment purchases are
not carefully coordinated and phased in the correct sequence.
In addition to reviewing the County Communications Report and interviewing Mike Saia, Conxx held site visits at the
Communications Center and 9-1-1 towers, and we were granted additional interviews with 9-1-1 Center managers
and a limited number of field providers.
We learned that the county’s version of simulcast transmission is the coincident broadcasts of 9-1-1 radio
transmissions on both a VHF Low-Band and VHF-Hi Band Frequency. Field responders are using either frequency to
listen and respond.
The County’s working plan is to increase coverage and quality of service to Public Safety while adding Public Works
and possibly school buses county-wide onto the 9-1-1 dispatch radio system. The current number of available
frequencies and necessary power requirements to facilitate adequate coverage may make this a difficult task.
Alleghany County’s current frequency listing indicates the use of lower power channels as required by the FCC. Unlike
most places in the US, Allegheny County has been unable to acquire FCC licenses for additional channels and/or
higher broadcast power allotments due to the need to also work with Industry Canada on frequency coordination.
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VHF Low-Band signals can travel great distances in unintended directions, so the potential for international radio
interference is an issue. Both 9-1-1 officials and field responders have indicated great frustration with the dual
coordination requirements by the FCC and Industry Canada.
Published local frequencies include those below:
Allegany County
Law Enforcement

Frequency

License

Type

155.81250

WQNA318

RM

155.31000

KSL490

154.78500

KSL490

Tone
94.8 PL

Alpha Tag

Descrip6on

Mode

Tag

AllgnyCoShrf

Sheriﬀ and Police Dispatch

FMN

Law Dispatch

BM

AllgnyCoShrf

Sheriﬀ MRD

FM

Law Dispatch

BM

AllgnyCo PD

Police Departments

FM

Law Tac

Fire Dispatch

Fire/EMS
46.36000
155.54250

KC3822
WQNA318

46.22000

BM

CSQ

AllgnyCoFD 1

Fire/EMS Ch. 1 Dispatch

FM

RM

127.3 PL

AlgnyCoFDVHF

Fire/EMS Dispatch (Simul 46.360)

FMN

Fire Dispatch

BM

CSQ

AllgnyCoFD 2

Fire Ch. 2 Fireground

FM

Fire‐Tac

46.26000

KKV461

BM

AllgnyCoFD 3

Fire Ch. 3 Fireground

FM

Fire‐Tac

46.44000

KKV461

BM

AllgnyCoFD 4

Fire Ch. 4 Fireground

FM

Fire‐Tac

46.46000

KKV461

M

AllgnyCoFD 5

Fire Ch. 5 Fireground

FM

Fire‐Tac

46.50000

KKV461

M

AllgnyCoFD 6

Fire Ch. 6 Fire Police

FM

Fire‐Tac

Services
45.92000

KIZ350

BM

CSQ

AllgnyCo EMO

Oﬃce of Emergency Services

FM

Emergency Ops

150.99500

KAR803

RM

156.7 PL

AllgnyCo DPW

County and Towns DPW/Highway

FMN

Public Works

45.20000

KAR803

BM

136.5 PL

AllgnyCo DPW

DPW

FM

Public Works

45.52000

KAR803

BM

136.5 PL

AllgnyCo Hwy

Highway Department

FM

Public Works

154.98000

KB72851

BM

AllgnyCoTwns

All Towns

FM

Public Works

Alfred Village

FM

Public Works

Police and Fire

FMN

Mul_‐Dispatch

Grove Town

FM

Public Works

Municipali6es
Alfred
158.89500

WPAI853

B

Alfred Vlg

Cuba
154.44500

WPMY718

RM

445 DPL

Cuba PD/FD

Grove
158.92500

WNQG288

RMF

Grove Town

Wellsville
158.86500

WNWF670

RM

158.83500

WellsvillePD

Police

FM

Law Dispatch

167.9 PL

WellsvillePD

Police

FM

Law Talk

46.36000

WQD682

BM

173.8 PL

Wellsvl FD

FD

FM

Fire Dispatch

154.29500

WPLT357

B

151.4 PL

Wellsvl Link

FD link to 46.36

FM

Fire Dispatch

155.20500

WNXN909
WNXN909

RM

Wellsvl EMS

EMS

FM

EMS Dispatch

BM

Wellsvl VAC

Volunteer Ambulance Corps

FM

EMS‐Tac

WPWE566
KQW548
WPLT357

BM

WellsvllHEAR

HEAR

FM

Hospital

B

Wellsville

Wellsville Village

FM

Public Works

RM

WllsvillServ

Services

FM

Public Works

Wellsvl EMS

EMS mobile extenders

FM

EMS Dispatch

155.26500
158.80500
45.28000
154.29500

223 DPL

463.11250

Schools and Universi6es
SUNY Alfred
153.74000

Alfred Tech

Alfred Tech

FM

Schools

154.51500

SUNY Alfred

SUNY Alfred

FM

Schools

SUNY Alfred

SUNY Alfred ‐ University Police

FM

Law Dispatch

453.05000

KNBJ903

RM

88.5 PL
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RECOMMENDATIONS:
The capabilities and intent of the current VHF County LRM infrastructure are consistent with the details in County
Communications plan.
Unfortunately, other than the plan for frequency migration to Hi-Band VHF, there seems to be no defined plans for
future system/frequency expansion. This may be a product of the continual frustration of frequency and/or power
coordination that impacts two counties (US and Canada) and two sets of standards.
This frequency limitation has long-term impacts for Allegany County. The intent of P-25 is not only to handle digital
and analog radio signals, but to support an overall pathway for interoperability. This will be difficult to manage with
added numbers of users on few available frequencies. Furthermore, several current frequencies are not usable for
radio traffic between the 9-1-1 Center and field units. This endangers the safety of field responders and negates the
ability for audio recording of incidents on those frequencies.
It is recommended that Allegany County explore adding several additional frequencies for use by the 9-1-1 Center
and for field operations. With advances in technology and the migration to digital technology, the availability of those
frequencies may pass coordination by both the FCC and Industry Canada. Allegany County government officials
could also request the assistance of Congressional and Senatorial delegations to intervene on their behalf to the FCC.
Any future growth will require funding. As it currently stands, whether for 9-1-1 infrastructure or field unit migration,
current plans are dependent upon outside grant funding sources.
While County 9-1-1 officials feel strongly that their grant requests will be approved by New York State, there is no such
feeling with the disparate applications made by the local field agencies. Public Safety Communications cannot always
depend on grants. County government officials must realize that without adequate infrastructure and continued
maintenance, the lives of first responders and residents are placed in elevated levels of jeopardy.
While Allegany County has already made a significant investment in communications on the county dispatch side, it
must consider the need on the responder side. Failure to create a complete and reliable system undermines volunteer
responders who take personal risks and frustrates the public investment in the Communication Center, towers and
LMR equipment.
Throughout our interaction with the public safety community we recognize an opportunity for better planning,
coordination, and overall communications between the 9-1-1 Center and the local departments concerning radio
equipment decisions and purchases.
It is recommended that representatives of the emergency services zones and 9-1-1 meet on a regular basis and
formulate a tiered plan for system migration. During these meetings it is suggested that all parties detail their current
plans for radio upgrades.
In addition the individual departments could coordinate their grant application processes with other agencies. A
combined effort with input and support from the county administration could make for stronger grant applications
to state and federal officials on behalf of all parties involved.
“…the current system really is just a start, or a beginning to better system yet to come… I hope that with some continued dedicated hard work both on my part and
from others at the Legislative level of our local government, there will be advancements made in our current 911 infrastructure.
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3.0 Broadband Conditions & Opportunity

The business and political leadership of Allegany County NY sees the current state of broadband speed, availability
and cost within the community as a factor that limits delivery of public services, residential self-reliance and
economic growth.
Across the nation rural areas suffer from the lack of utility and transportation infrastructure needed to support
business and residential growth. Government funded roads, water, sewer, electrical and phone services made it
attractive to live and work in places other than metropolitan hubs.
In the last decade broadband connectivity that was once considered a novelty, is now also recognized as essential
community infrastructure. This point is reflected in the survey results where respondents rated broadband
infrastructure as a 4.5 in importance on a scale of 1 to 5. To advance its position as an attractive rural locale, Allegany
County has made a commitment to advance broadband availability and affordability by expanding the existing
DSL and cable TV internet service with the new ARRA-funded ION Fiber Project that runs across the counties along
primary roads.
ION is an Albany, New York based, statewide, redundant SONET fiber network connecting over 60 rural New
York State communities. ION will provide redundant access to telecommunications services, as well as advanced
telecommunication services over 2,200 route miles of fiber, and is comprised of four diverse SONET rings stretching
from Buffalo to Albany and south to New York City. In addition, the ION Network is connected to a network, owned
by the Development Authority of the North Country, a New York State Authority, which operates the Open Access
Telecom Network (OATN), adding an additional 500 miles of fiber network via two SONET rings with access from
Syracuse to the Canadian Border along the western side of the North County.
ION’s carrier neutral approach allows all the service providers in New York to have better access to geographically
redundant, affordable, and scalable network connectivity. This allows all of New York to have access to the latest in
voice, broadband and video services.
To gather first hand information and develop a mutually cooperative relationship Conxx met with and held phone
discussions with 5 ION officials during the development of this report:
• Jim Becker, CFO ION Network
• Joe Calzone, ION VP Operations
• Chuck Mason, VP & CTO
• Derek Kaminski, Project Manager ION Network
• John Kelly, Outside plant installer
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Since the ION Project is a Middle Mile effort, there are planned local connections only at community anchor locations
- one hospital and 4 college campuses in Allegany County. The further distribution of higher speed, better quality
and lower priced broadband service remains a community challenge that needs a cost-effective distribution system
to meet the needs of service-hungry local users. NOTE: On November 8th ION disclosed to Conxx and Allegany County
for the first time that it planned to sell broadband directly to a local ISP. Before this date (on several occasions) ION held
that it had no interest in additional local customers other than pre-designated anchors and Allegany County.
During the development of this evaluation Conxx surveyed various types of broadband users to better understand
present conditions and anticipated future needs:
Fred Sinclair, Allegany County Legislator
Fred stated that the bulk of county government was served by a best-effort 6 mbps AT&T connection to the
courthouse building. The county had not been able to secure higher speeds and the cost was deemed high.
At his residence Fred’s only broadband option is satellite internet. According to Fred the service can be unstable and
does not always perform at advertised speeds.
Deborah Button, County IT Director
Deborah confirmed Fred’s assessment, and said that she had been trying to get the current vendor, AT&T, to upgrade
her current connection to 10Mbps, which was insufficient but the best she hoped to secure. Realistically she said the
county needed at least a 20 Mbps feed, and would gladly pay for 50Mbps if available to provide system headroom
for growing demands.

Industrial Development Authority, John Foels, Executive Director
John outlined the concept plan for a major multi-use development project at the intersection of Rt. 19 and I-86.
With offices, recreation, hotel and retail projects about to begin construction, the site has no broadband service.
This site alone likely demands a 50Mbps connection. The county was very fortunate to establish a Point-of-Presence
(POP) for the ION fiber in a data bunker adjacent to the Industrial Development Offices in the Crossroads Complex.

Jones Memorial Hospital, Tracy Gates, VP Finance/CFO
Tracy explained that her hospital was desperate for better connectivity, especially with regard for the need to
transmit and receive diagnostic radiology images which are data intensive. As a stop-gap measure she planned to
secure a single 20 mbps fiber connection from a western NY medical collaborative for her hospital. She recognized
that this may prove to be less bandwidth than her hospital will eventually need, and explained that she had no highcapacity broadband connection to local doctors or rural medical providers or clinics.
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Cuba Memorial Hospital, John T. Ormond, CFO
John explained that his hospital was selected to be an anchor customer on the ION network, and that his facility
should be well served. However, the hospital was about to undertake the construction of adjacent progressive care
senior villages that would have a separate need for connectivity.
Ristiina Wigg - Southern Tier Library Director
Ristiina explained that there are 17 public libraries in Allegany County, part of the Southern Tier Library System
that also serves Steuben, Schuyler, Chemung and Yates counties. From its HQ building in Painted Post, it hosts
online services for over 200,000 residents of the region, including free streaming downloadable audio books and
e-Books, access to databases, and e-mail service to member library staff. All of these services will benefit from
faster broadband. Library IT is managed by Ken Behn, who provides broadband expertise to help libraries maximize
their existing broadband connection. Currently the library system has applied for grants to connect only the two
closest libraries to the HQ facility. Ristiina asked to know more about the government-level speed and security being
proposed through an Allegany County wireless broadband platform.
Shane Allen, Computer Solutions, 75 North Main Street, Wellsville, NY 14895
Shane offered the following, “ Most technology is moving towards on-demand services which are provided
(generally) over internet. [More than you know] Believe it or not, a lot of residents of Allegany County are still using
old household telephones with Dial-Up internet. Mostly because of unavailability of services; however a lot of
others it’s based on cost. A lot of people can’t afford a $40 to $80 internet service. I’ve known some who tell me that
$10 per month for dial-up is a stretch for them. All-in-all, my point being that even if a broad area internet is provided
to Allegany County residents, [I’d say] “most” can’t afford to get it. You may reach some people who are “on-thefence” about getting some sort of service… but not many. So in essence, all you would be doing now is supplying
the people that can afford now, with a lower cost/higher speed solution; you will be giving them a cheaper way to
get broadband. ”
Mickael Castle, Pollywogg Holler Eco-Resort LLC, Belmont, NY 14813
“I feel that we are definitely behind the times here in Allegheny Co. Which keeps us way behind the competition.
Dial up is out of the question and the price of this satellite connection is a strain on us. Download speed 724 KBPS
Upload 59 KBPS. “
Wayne Hawley , Southern Tier Wireless principal owner,
Wayne currently has approximately 500 customers, and wants to expand. He is currently constrained by the lack of
available broadband to feed his network, which he purchased from SAIA Communications and Time Warner. He has
expressed guarded interest is discussing the advantages of partnering with a potential Allegany County Broadband
Network. Otherwise he plans to become an ION customer.
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In order to efficiently capture additional user attitudes and data Conxx worked with Allegany County to create an
e-mail/web based survey. Invitations to respond we launched by the County Planning Director with an explanation
that invited recipients to also forward the survey to additional contacts. The Wellsville newspaper also publicized
the survey. The key ‘take-aways’ of the survey follow while the detailed response data is included as an attachment
to this report:
This turns out to be a survey of adult internet users.
Only 3.8 % of the responses came from those below 25 years of age.

Location for Internet Use

• 83% use broadband from home
• 50% at work location
• 12% from a home office
• 17% are retired but connected
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How they access the internet:

• 42% subscribe to broadband via cable TV
• 26% DSL from the phone company
• 11% rely on satellite internet
• 5% use dial-up
• 3% responded to an email survey have no
access to internet

Here is a look at broadband speed:

• 59% do not know their connection speed
• 12% report speeds in excess of 10 Mbps
• 26% report speeds under 6 Mbps
• 8% report speeds under 1 Mbps
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At what monthly cost:

• 25% report paying $60 or less per month
• 20% pay $40 per month or less
• 20% pay $100 or less per month

Overall Attitude about their broadband service:

• 59% highly or somewhat satisfied
• 27% not at all or somewhat not satisfied
• On a 1-5 scale people rated their service at
about a 3
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When asked if Internet Access was important:

On a 1-5 scale was a 4.5 for being important.
This map pinpoints the address given by each survey taker,
and shows a good mix of locations across the
county landscape.
Blue – 9-1-1 towers
Green – Survey Takers
Yellow - Schools
Orange - Library

Complete Survey details, and specific comments, reactions and suggestions are recorded in the appendix.
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4.0 Community Survey

The following baseline data was contributed by TVGA during the Connect New York Grant application:
The three ILECs in Allegany County are Armstrong Telephone, Frontier/Citizens and Verizon. An incumbent local
exchange carrier (ILEC), is a local telephone company in the United States that was in existence at the time of the
breakup of AT&T into the Regional Bell Operating Companies (RBOCs), also known as the “Baby Bells.” The ILEC is
the former Bell System or Independent Telephone Company responsible for providing local telephone exchange
services in a specified geographic area.
Time Warner Cable (TWC) also provides broadband services in the County.
They are the major owners of telecommunications and cable TV infrastructure respectively.
Frontier and Verizon territory covers over 90% of the County from an ILEC standpoint and TWC is the only CATV.
ILECs have a total of 14 central offices within the County. These central offices represent the core of telecommunications
in Allegany County. Armstrong and Frontier/Citizens offer DSL from their COs (Central Switching Office) with Verizon
providing DSL from some.
Armstrong is a small local telephone company whose service offerings are limited to DSL and T1 into a small area
in the eastern part of the County. Frontier offers DSL, Frame Relay and T1/T3 as standard services and will offer
ISDN, ATM and gigabit Ethernet on an individual case basis. Verizon offers DSL from its COs except Angelica,
Belfast, Canaseraga, Cuba, and Rushford. These services are limited to the structure of cable plant available in their
respective areas.
In addition to the ILEC’s infrastructure, TWC has a head-end, or point of equipment (POE), located in the town
of Wellsville which is fed out of a major head-end located in Olean and provides voice, video, and data services.
There is a network of fiber optic transmission routes through the center of the County. Outside of single fiber
routes, the northern half of the County is devoid of telecom fiber cable. The telecom fiber optic cable in the County
is primarily between COs and not typically providing service directly to customers. Cable TV fiber is located in the
northwest, central and southwest portions of the County.
In addition to the incumbent’s presence in the County, remote switch / extended link and resell services are
available from a number of CLECs including AT&T, Paetec, and Broadview. A Competitive Local Exchange Carrier is
a telecommunications provider company (sometimes called a “carrier”) competing with other, already established
carriers--generally the incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC).These organizations are not “co-located” or have
equipment in the County and are therefore either reselling service or extending services from outside the area.
Either way, this set up limits their effectiveness as competitors.
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Cellular coverage is supplied by AT&T Mobility, Sprint / Nextel, and Verizon Wireless.
Given the above and our own observations, here are several marketplace observations about the telecommunications
environment in Allegany County that foreshadow a recommendation regarding how to affect the future development
of broadband across more of the county:
1. The population centers in the county are currently served by broadband circuits that are capable of providing at
least basic broadband to many homes and businesses. Cost and performance issues notwithstanding, this indicates
a large part of the market is being served. Service denigrates from physical limitations due to wire capacity and
distance from local broadband central office, and suffers slowdowns when lots of users are online simultaneously.
2. Southern Tier Wireless offers point-to-multipoint broadband service to a limited area, and with limited speed
connections to its customers. This service is a welcome alternative to satellite Internet for remote homes and
business locations. STW has announced plans to add service in additional communities.
3. The ION Fiber Project has already secured anchor-level service agreements with Cuba Memorial Hospital, Alfred
State University, Alfred University and Houghton College – meaning that the higher educational and hospital clients
have fiber optic broadband access.
4. A Western NY medical network has just been contracted to serve Jones Memorial Hospital with a 20 Mbps fiber
connection, meaning that this facility will also have an improved level of connectivity.
5. The 17 libraries in the county are organized and managed for IT and connectivity by a five-county Southern Tier
Library System based in Painted Post. Although interested in expanded service, the libraries are currently on-line via
Time-Warner cable TV broadband service. The library system is currently seeking grant funds to connect some of its
libraries by fiber, but none in Allegany County.
6. Many of the public school districts are partially subsidized for broadband connectivity. That procurement for
connectivity is by public bid, on an annual basis at the end of the calendar year for service beginning the following
July. The program is called E-Rate - the commonly used name for the Schools and Libraries Program of the Universal
Service Fund, which is administered by the Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) under the direction of
the Federal Communications Commission (FCC).
The FCC e-Rate program provides subsidies of up to 90% of a school’s telecommunications costs and is based on the
percentage of students that qualify for free or reduced price lunch. The program has grown to assist most schools
and libraries in the US to obtain affordable telecommunications and Internet access. The Schools and Libraries
Program supports connectivity - the conduit or pipeline for communications using telecommunications services
and/or the Internet.
These services to schools could eventually be delivered by an Allegany County Broadband Network.
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Below are the Allegany County public schools (as reported on the E-Rate website) that participate in the program.
The E-rate details that show more than $70,000 reimbursed to just 9 districts.
Additional public schools, private schools and libraries can add to this total and suggest that providing service to
county schools could provide substantial revenue to support a new LDC/County network:

E-Rate

2012 Internet
3,453.00

District

70%

$

80%

$ 10,924.00

ANDOVER CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

80%

$ 6,931.00

BELFAST CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

75%

$ 12,862.89

BOLIVAR-RICHBURG CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

80%

$

7,499.90

ALFRED-ALMOND CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

CANASERAGA CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

60%

no report

CUBA-RUSHFORD CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

70%

$ 11,112.70

FILLMORE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

80%

$

3,077.76

FRIENDSHIP CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

80%

no report

GENESEE VALLEY CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

70%

no report

CUBA-RUSHFORD CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

80%

$

8,675.81

SCIO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

70%

no report

WELLSVILLE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

70%

$ 6,800.00

WHITESVILLE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
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7. Rural Medical offices in Allegany County, like the one shown here near Houghton College also present an
opportunity for a county broadband effort. In order to provide essential communications services to remote medical
facilities, the FCC’s Universal Service Fund also provides a subsidy to support heath care telecommunications. Patient
medical records, X-Rays, MRI images and other data intensive files for every medical incident are becoming routine.
While Allegany County has two hospitals that offer core medical
services, more and more services in the future will be delivered
at off-site offices and clinics that will need advanced broadband
connections. A county/LDC network could provide this
connectivity via a point-to-point/multi-point connection and earn
compensation that includes the federal Universal Service Fund
subsidy. (For existing school, library or medical connections the
actual cabled connections that belong to the current competitive
providers can be the capacity/speed-limiting factor.)
8. Another service that could be offered in the marketplace
involves a data connection that is un-related to internet service.
These connections link government buildings, bank branches,
medical providers and business offices that share a common data base that extends across various locations in
a community. These are private data communications connections never travel over the internet and move data,
voice and video traffic.
9. Utility providers around the country have been migrating to wireless private data connections in order to provide
more efficient process control, telemetry and real-time meter reading. Water, wastewater, and river flows can be
monitored remotely even during harsh weather. Some locally owned utility services that might be interested in
data services in the future include: 16 publicly supplied water systems:
Almond, Wellsville, Canaseraga, Alfred Station, Alfred, Belmont,
Andover, Angelica, Belfast, Bolivar, Caneadea, Houghton, Cuba,
Friendship, Fillmore, Whitesville; 8 municipal water and sewer systems
in Alfred, Belmont, Bolivar, Caneadea, Cuba, Friendship, Wellsville; and
an additional 8 privately owned water systems.
10. A new opportunity to partner with the natural gas industry may
be approaching. The drilling, pumping and distribution of natural gas
requires connectivity for essential data transmission and distribution
system control. These gas companies tell Conxx they are interested
in leasing communications capacity from existing systems, as an
alternative to satellite internet. As New York State begins to integrate
Marcellus Shale gas operations into the landscape, telecommunications
partnerships with energy companies could be attractive. These also
have the advantage of being long term commitments.
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11. For some data-critical operations, a new County broadband
effort might be most valuable for its ability to deliver a redundant
broadband path to the internet. A single path internet route has
many threats -- rough weather events can bring trees down on
lines and cause complete service interruptions that bring business
to a halt. Roadside accidents that take down telephone poles and
construction mishaps that dig through underground fiber cable
also mean service blackouts.
To illustrate that point, Verizon suffered a service interruption in
the 3rd week of October 2012 that took down almost 500 local
residential, business and public safety customers for multiple days.
Verizon explained that the malfunction of a single software card
in Binghamton caused the event. While this can be inconvenient
for casual internet users and costly for some small business users
– the risk of connectivity collapse due to a single-path failure
may eliminate future medical, financial and technology-based
business development in the county.
While not nearly a market study, the indications are that a
majority of the medical centers, educational systems, and
business operations have a current relationship with at least one
broadband provider.
That provider might have customers that are frustrated by cost
or service capacity – but it will still require a competitive offering
and time to attract those users to the ION broadband offering.
Also the entry of the ION broadband capacity and pricing into
the marketplace may ignite service discounts and accelerate
technology upgrades by the current providers who want to keep
market share. This is a benefit for local residents and businesses,
but can shrink the overall revenue pool to some extent for the
providers.
Completely new broadband users will likely be current residents
living in the outlying parts of the county, and while broadband
service to such locations is a worthwhile community goal –
they are presently un-served because the revenue potential
cannot easily offset the investment cost for service delivered via
traditional wired technology.

By Neal Simon and Jeff Cole
The Evening Tribune
Posted Oct 21, 2012 @ 12:30 PM
Hundreds of Verizon high-speed Internet customers
in the region struggled with slow or absent service
signals for much of last week.
In Hornell, the Evening Tribune, the Hornell fire
and police departments. EDS Computer Technologies and a real estate office were among the customers who felt the pinch from getting knocked offline.
Verizon spokesman John Bonomo said about
450 Verizon High Speed Internet customers in New
York’s Southern Tier were affected. He said the
problems ranged from the complete loss of Internet
service to substantially slower Internet connections.
“It appears that, by and large, it’s business customers” that were impacted, Bonomo said.
The problems was traced to a “piece of equimpment in the Binghamton/Henry area that had been
replaced before,” Bonomo said.
On Friday, Bonomo said work crews were
waiting for a new part to be delivered. Once a new
“card” was placed in a router, most of the problems
were expected to clear up, Bonomo said. Verizon
was also replacing cables at its Binghamton office,
Bonomo said.
Michael Wnek, Evening Tribune publisher, said
the loss of Internet service changed the way the
newspaper did business last week.
“We were lucky enough to be able to move our
composing department to Dansville and have our
reporters work from their homes, but we understand
other businesses didn’t have that luxury,” he said.
“I’m also disappointed by the amount of work and
time it’s taken to get information from Verizon
about the issue and how they’re going to fix it.
“They’ve (Evening Tribune employees) gone
above and beyond to make this invisible to people
who need our news and need us to support their
advertising efforts,” he said.
Dan Smith, chief of the Hornell Fire Department, said the outage has no impact on dispatch, but
it did affect some day-to-day routines.
“We can still get on, but I haven’t been able to
download reports and things like that that I look
at. I get reports from the U.S. Fire Administration,
and things like that I look at and read and I was
trying to get some disaster planning information and
you need to download the booklet and it just took
forever to download,” he said.
Ed Flaitz, owner of EDS Computer Technologies, which does consulting, networking and computer repair work, said any time clients are without
service for more than a day, it’s a challenge.
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In summary, the Allegany County telecommunications marketplace is a mix of served, underserved and un-served
on a landscape that transitions from compact downtowns, neighborhoods and campuses to widely spread remote
locations. There is potential to serve new customers, to better serve some customers frustrated by current providers,
and to offer redundant services to mission-critical operations.
Connections that might not earn revenue but represent a county priority include 9-1-1 system backhaul, municipal,
library and public safety facilities that are all widely spread across the county.
The great geographic spread of potential users makes the scenario of reaching them by wired connection unwieldy
and cost-prohibitive.
The is a viable opportunity for Allegany County is to develop robust and reliable broadband capacity for government,
public safety and community use on a multi-purpose network so that various users can contribute financially to the
system.
The Conxx approach is to serve multiple kinds of users and future users with a multi-purpose network built on
a licensed microwave platform that can ‘bolt on’ various end-user applications and devices. Data, internet traffic,
video, medical images, public safety & 9-1-1 communications, smart phone applications, utility data, and services
yet to even be invented can run on this carrier-grade network. This network can ‘hand-off’ broadband to local
internet service providers to support their competitive capability.
There are also situations where a fiber connection to the wireless network is also recommended. For example,
a lateral fiber run of the nearby ION service into the County Courthouse will provide service at an institutional
location where the termination can be co-managed by the County IT Department from a technology, utility and
security perspective.
The planned Crossroads development is another case in point. Given
the scale of this planned multiuse economic development project it is
recommended that the individual real estate parcels be prewired with
fiber optic cable which terminates at a central location that is then
tied to the nearby POP bunker. This assures a stable business caliber
connection, while the county wireless network provides a carrier
grade, redundant connection that will be enticing to new business
operations.
In addition, Conxx recommends that fiber optic cable be installed
between the POP bunker, tower, and the county office building on
the Crossroads site to provide secure connections between the ION
network and impending service locations.
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With the tower only 1200 ft. from the POP, the fiber connection is a preferred option, but a wireless connection
can serve quite well if cableway easements cause complications. The illustration here shows how various access
agreements with the local landowners, in yellow and green, can elongate the fiber run and impact cost.
Conxx estimates the cost for the POP-to-tower fiber connection will range from $31K to $70K. Required components
include: climate controlled cabinet, base, battery and UPS, & network switches @ $16K to $25K. The fiber build
estimate is $15K to $45K (@2000’ run).
A wireless POP-to-tower connection, indicated in orange,
could be engineered using a Bridgewave 60GHz wireless
bridge to create a GigE connection. The cost of a Bridgewave
AR60 is about $20K, while turnkey installation would be
around $10K (not to exceed).
One other consideration on this site: since this tower is
currently not being used for any services, and since there is a
large IDA development that is planned for the immediate area,
we think there would be future revenue opportunities to lease
either dark or lit fiber to the cell company(s) who will want to
put service here for the new development and for the freeway
traffic. That would be difficult to do with just a microwave shot
from the bunker to the tower.
With a network connection in place to the currently unused
Crossroads Tower adjacent to the Crossroads site it will be
possible to provide wireless network connections.
The following point-to-point wireless path shows a viable connection with tower 5-3 in Belmont:
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Finally, fiber connection to the ION network at more than one point on the proposed Allegany County network
is recommended. This will enable the Self Healing Alternate Routing Path (SHARP) feature of the Conxx network
design that, in conjunction with carrier grade multi-protocol label switching (MPLS), provides greater reliability
than anything available from telephone, cable or cellular companies for business and public safety. Ideally each
connection will trace to different hub cities so that the redundant feeds also exhibit diverse routing for maximum
reliability.
Conxx recommends that fiber optic cable be installed at the same time as roads and power service to any new
housing or commercial development. This is a relatively inexpensive and reliable last mile investment if done while
there are open utility trenches and crews under contract.
The County’s proposed wireless network would only need to ‘see’ a fiber served development at a single point in
order to serve the entire development. In a mountainous area this can be very helpful.
Once the multi-purpose microwave network is deployed and fully commissioned, Allegany County officials will be
responsible to manage this new network and the existing 9-1-1 network. Over time, and as the 9-1-1 management
becomes comfortable with the new network, Conxx projects that the 9-1-1 LMR system would migrate onto the
higher capacity, multi-purpose licensed microwave network.
When this migration is complete the county will again manage only a single multipurpose network, and enjoy lower
operating costs. The existing 9-1-1 bridge radios can be redeployed on the new multi-purpose network to recover
the original investment in the 9-1-1 bridge radio equipment.
Public safety communications capability can be greatly expanded on the new network platform. Surveillance video,
mobile data terminals, and AVL capabilities are examples of advanced services that can run on the Conxx network.
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5.0 An Organizational Approach
The POP bunker is a one-story secure structure at the Crossroads Complex that was planned as the physical point
of interconnection between wholesale broadband users and ION; or as a pathway connection to other national
broadband carriers. The POP could generate revenue by adding a pass-through-fee on connectivity, or from rent
on equipment rack space inside the building. Allegany County would be motivated to find tenants and volume
broadband users as revenue generating partners.
Community institutions like colleges and hospitals would also be wholesale customers, but they are already served
via direct on-site ION connections. Local internet service providers (ISP) are wholesale prospects, however, ION now
plans to provide broadband directly to Southern Tier Wireless and other local last mile providers, a development
which may eliminate ISPs as a major POP partner. Over time there may be other customers that want to bypass the
LDC’s bandwidth and negotiate directly with a national telecom, and pay rent to occupy rack space in the POP.
But the POP bunker is limited by these current marketplace arrangements to function as the point of aggregation
for sub-anchor customers such as the county government, the prospective LDC, and any local ISPs that negotiate to
buy connectivity from the LDC. The LDC is in a less commanding position to organize a volume bandwidth purchase
at a discount and re-sell connectivity locally to recover the purchase price and earn revenue to sustain the operation.
However as Allegany County develops a wireless municipal network which also terminates at the POP bunker,
that municipal network also become a virtual aggregation point for customers beyond the reach of wire-bound
providers. Without competing with existing providers, revenue generated from un-served and underserved users
could support and maintain the POP bunker.
The County could further compete for users directly, but is probably in a better position to help recruit and develop
capably, stable and diligent Internet Service Providers (ISP). Conxx has a subsidiary, Sky Packet, which is a proven
and high quality ISP that could serve the Allegany County market if necessary. However, every effort should be
undertaken to recruit, evaluate and develop local business interests that can function in this role. Conxx has the
experience to manage, coach and develop local ISPs that are committed to using solid technology, and maintaining
premium customer support.
Conversely, a shaky ISP on the county network represents the weak link in a chain – and the county network will feel
the erosion of public confidence for poor performance by any ISP.
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6.0 Partner Schematic
The best practices in telecom calls for the shortest path, redundancy and reliability in the engineering of networking
configurations. The need to provide scalable broadband service to the county courthouse complex and the
developing hotel/office/retail site near the Crossroads Complex could be provided by wireless delivery.
However both sites are immediately adjacent to the ION Fiber route. It is the Conxx recommendation that lateral
fiber connections be completed to the courthouse to be used as a primary telecommunications feed via the ION
Fiber network. As a new wireless platform for the county is considered there is a good opportunity to cross connect
the ION Network and the county broadband network at the courthouse tower location. So the fiber lateral will be a
multipurpose connection.
At the Crossroads complex Conxx recommends the same strategy for connectivity. Since this is a ‘green field’ site we
recommend aerial or underground fiber from logical service points to the POP bunker, and from the POP bunker to
the SBA Tower adjacent to the Crossroads Complex. This will allow direct connection to numerous telecom carriers
at the POP bunker, and direct connection to the closest available tower that can feed a county wireless network. This
tower presents a second feed point for the suggested county network, and it represents the vertical asset necessary
to provide wireless broadband as a back-up to the proposed IDA hotel complex development area.
Chuck Mason, CTO for ION, has agreed to evaluate other Allegany County 9-1-1 tower sites to determine if ION
can build an additional direct fiber connection to another tower. Mason’s objective is to engineer one fiber route
pointed to Buffalo, and the other toward Albany. This configuration provides both redundant feeds and diverse
routing that elevates network reliability.
Bulk Procurement of ION Broadband
In discussions with Derek Kaminski of ION, broadband delivered to Allegany County at the Courthouse, to the POP
and to a 9-1-1 tower will be aggregated into a wholesale purchase. The representation was made that all broadband
delivered by ION into Allegany County (other than to the aforementioned college and hospital anchors) will be via a
single wholesale contract. ION revised its position on November 6th to include direct broadband sales to Southern
Tier Wireless.
In earlier discussions with Allegany County ION generated a rate quote of $1400/month for a 50 Mbps broadband
circuit.
In later discussions with Conxx (Sept 24th) ION’s Kaminski revised that quote to a new monthly rate of $875.00 for
50Mpbs and $1600.00 for 100Mbps of direct internet access (DIA).
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The Multi-Purpose Community Network
To enhance the wire and fiber broadband internet access in broad areas of the county and to support the new 9-1-1
System, Conxx proposes the creation of a Carrier Grade Multi-Purpose Wireless Network.
This wireless backbone installation can be managed and controlled by the community and open for access to local
internet service providers (ISPs) to provide services to small business and residential users.
The Network will consist of current 9-1-1 tower sites with point-to-point and point-to-multipoint wireless equipment
installed in parallel with the County’s 9-1-1 communications system. This initiative can eventually improve the
public safety network in capacity and reliability and help establish robust broadband capability and private data
connections in most areas of the county. As additional towers or alternate mounting locations become available
additional territory in the county can be served via cell extenders or network spurs.
The wireless backbone can establish a collaborative telecommunications foundation by which existing wireless
service providers can backhaul and provide services on an equitable and cost effective basis to their customer base.
The County can seek to establish wholesale contractual agreements for bandwidth to the local service providers.
This approach focuses the public responsibility on the management of the core network and connections for public
service and economic development. Only if the county/LDC cannot find or come to terms with any qualified local
broadband providers would the community owned network have to offer direct retail-level service.
The ownership of the wireless backbone is recommended to be a Not for Profit Local Development Corporation
(LDC) with a Board of Directors selected by the County Board of Legislators. Public ownership is meant to preserve
and protect this valuable public infrastructure and to directly manage the data and internet connections to public
safety and municipal users.
LDCs may qualify as 501(c)(3) organizations based on a demonstration that they “lessen the burden of government”
or promote social welfare’ by rendering services to commercial business and to make investments in the community’
thereby lessening unemployment. Otherwise’ they would still enjoy an exemption under 501(c) (6) as a business
league or trade association.
The LDC will also be responsible for various day to day activities:
		

• Funding of the network core project

		

• Provide single point of contact for all issues

		

• Oversee daily operations and maintenance including 24 X 7 network availability

		

• Recruit institutional and municipal members

		

• Develop and manage ISP relationships

		

• Initiate and establish tower or facility attachment agreements

		

• Manage any interface with 9-1-1 Communications Center & County IT Department

		

• Manage wholesale broadband agreements with ISPs.

		

• Manage and maintain the POP Bunker
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The technical operations, troubleshooting, maintenance and support services can be provided by Conxx or other
qualified third party consultants. An alternative to keep operating costs low especially during start-up is to have the
Allegany County IT Department provide Tier 1 technical support for the core network. County IT Director Deborah
Button has expressed an interest in exploring this concept.
The LDC will commission a final engineering and design study to identify functional requirements, confirm budget
costs, frequency bands and tower infrastructure improvements / expansion.
Local and regional Internet service providers (ISPs) can be solicited as potential users of the system with the
expectation that they provide acceptable Customer Service and Technical Support. It is possible that the county’s
broadband effort could provide backhaul that improves quality and lowers costs for even the cable TV and telephone
companies that currently offer retail broadband.
Possible existing providers to be approached include:
Southern Tier Wireless is currently offering limited service, but announced an expansion into 10 new areas of the
county. Principal Wayne Hawley reports that he is constrained by the lack of available broadband. Further, he uses
900 MHz technology which penetrates the wooded landscape, but delivers lower speed broadband. On its website,
Southern Tier Wireless offers different packages that provide different speed levels:
• The Fast Service Plan offers up to 256KBps download and upload speed.
• The Faster Package features download and upload speeds up to 386KBps.
• The Fastest Package offers download and upload speeds up to 512KBps.
STW owner Wayne Hawley has expressed guarded interest is discussing the advantages of partnering with a
potential Allegany County Broadband Network. STW is located locally at: 8450 Glen Road Rushford, NY 14777
Time Warner Cable
The company website shows Internet for $35/month – 12 month pricing, no mention of speed. Places with service
as listed by Time Warner Cable website:
• Alfred

• Belmont

• Houghton

• Alfred Station

• Bolivar

• Little Genesee

• Allentown

• Canaseraga

• Richburg

• Alma

• Caneadea

• Scio

• Almond

• Ceres

• Wellsville

• Andover

• Cuba

• Whitesville

• Angelica

• Fillmore

• Belfast

• Friendship
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Frontier Communications provides service in a limited part of the County.
AT&T provides commercial data service in the county.
Wild Blue Internet
Wild Blue is a Satellite Internet Service Provider that offers service in
the county, with plan pricing from $49-129/month and speeds from 12
MBPS down and 3 up. The data allowances run from 10-25 gb/month,
and there are equipment lease fees and set up costs with its 24-month
contract.
HughesNet
This is a national satellite company that offers broadband via microwave
dish and is most often the solution of last resort for stranded customers.
They have announced a Gen4 service with plans that run from $39$99 monthly. Speeds are advertised at 10-15 Mbps download, and 1-2
Mbps upload. All HughesNet Plans have a monthly Data Allowance for
data downloading and uploading in the 20-40 gb/month range. Plans
and pricing vary based on location, and there is a requirement to lease
or buy user equipment.
Funding Models
Bonding and Grant based funding models are the most likely avenues to support this program. It is anticipated that
revenue based funding alone cannot support the construction of a new network initiative.
The LDC may undertake to secure commitments from users of the proposed wireless backbone in order to offset
some of the costs being born by the County for this system.
The County has already put together a strong application for grant funding from the NY State Broadband Grant
Program. Additional grant opportunities can be explored from Appalachian Regional Commission, Economic
Development Administration, US Department of Agriculture, and NY State Connect NY Broadband Program.
Another opportunity may exist by using the proceeds of a guaranteed energy savings project to help fund the
broadband project. A discussion with an Energy Services Company (ESCO), and a preliminary energy audit of county
facilities could quickly indicate if this path is viable.
In addition, as NY State approved natural gas drilling in the Shale regions the gas companies will arrive with a
demand for communications services that can be anchored by a proposed county-wide wireless network. According
to discussion with Conxx, the energy companies are ready to lease communications services as opposed to build
their own infrastructure.
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Operating Cost Considerations
A rule of thumb is 15% of the cost of a network build should be anticipated for operations costs. This includes:
• Warranty
• Support
• Preventative maintenance
• Network monitoring
• Call center (A local ISP should have the responsibility to support the Level 1 calls
from the customers, as the ISP is responsible for the equipment at the customer site)
But the LDC/County should also have a technical resource available. There are a number of benefits:
• A local based resource.
• Close to the county pulse
• Trained to help the county IT if issues arise.
• Cross training
• Level 2 support to the ISP. (Is the network tower and link up and operational or not;
is ION operating within tolerance; etc…)
Some non-financial considerations to balance with estimated costs for the project include the soft costs and soft
benefits associated with the network:
• Additional taxes paid to county because the network creates economic activity and an enhanced 		
opportunity for students and residents to work locally using network capabilities.
• Enhanced opportunity for schools and libraries to utilize advanced communications
• Improve platform for intergovernmental and interagency communications.
• Flexibility for growth for public safety cameras, 9-1-1 system redundancy, mobile data capability,
public safety video backhaul and new private network connections.
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Partner Organizational Chart
Shown here is an organizational concept that suggests business relationships between an Allegany County
LDC and:
• ION, which is the gateway to the web and wholesale connectivity
• Conxx, which is the technical managing consultant for the LDC
• Southern Tier Wireless, shown as an example ISP while there could be several
• TVGA, which will manage grant applications, grant administration and reporting
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7.0 Wireless System — Preliminary Path Design & Engineering

A detailed path design, engineering and RF signal propagation study will be required to identify optional
location and type of equipment needed to maximize the backbone’s reliability and effectiveness. For the NY State
Broadband grant, Conxx developed a preliminary design and budgetary cost estimate which follows.
Network Design
Conxx provides a turnkey communication architecture integrating carrier-grade telecommunications with
wireless technologies into “next generation” networks. It is based on using a secure, public safety grade backbone
infrastructure with licensed, microwave and fiber optic technologies, allowing large areas to be “wired”. The CONXX
design addresses reliability, functionality, quality, scalability, security and supportability for wireless Ethernet and
fiber networks.
The architecture creates a multi-service network that provides multiple county and community government,
public safety, health-care, education, commercial or residential users a single infrastructure with complete
sovereignty and security on an advanced consolidated core backbone. It expands the number of applications that
can be delivered on the backbone, including mobility services, SCADA, security, surveillance, private networks,
automatic meter infrastructure, and more.
Conxx delivers custom solutions based on partner needs and the needs of the end-user and will not force a
customer to work for a technology. Benefits include:
• Supporting multiple users and multiple services, while maintaining the security of the network.
• Integrating any last-mile technology onto the core network without additional backbone costs.
New technologies can be added without having to build a new infrastructure.
• Utilizing an open architecture allowing the best technologies in the network without the requirement to use a
single vendor‘s proprietary solution and allowing individual service providers to connect into the network
enabling their specific applications and services for their customers.
• Integrating an elegant and understandable network management system (NMS) to allow any technology or
equipment brand to be deployed and managed, with portals for each service provider to manage their
own customer base. This strategy:
• Significantly reduces the operational overhead for support personnel.
• Maintains high reliability and high availability for critical services.
• Provides a turnkey solution with control of the critical communications infrastructure and a business
model that will generate revenue and reduced operating expenses that pay for the continued
operation and expansion of the network.
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We envision this broadband network design to be a scalable foundation for a Multi-Service County-wide network
that will afford the community a variety of wireless solutions, which include:
✓ Streaming real-time video
✓ Economic Development
✓ Internet Access
✓ Virtual Private Networks (VPN)
✓ Automatic Meter Reading Backhaul
✓ Voice over IP (VoIP)
✓ SCADA Backhaul
✓ Mobility Applications for Public Safety and First Responders
✓ Social Inclusion
✓ Public safety land mobile radio and simulcast backhaul
✓ Public Safety Interoperability
✓ TDM and T1 services
✓ Traffic Synchronization

Our design focuses on being able to layer multiple different “edge” applications on a carrier grade infrastructure
that is designed to meet the County’s needs today and also well into the future. These edge applications are
vendor neutral, as well as spectrum neutral, meaning you can run a variety of IP-based applications or equipment
and deploy any manufacturer’s wireless equipment of any licensed or unlicensed spectrum onto the network.
The core backbone is built with carrier grade, telco quality equipment and can be easily scaled as the need or the
budget will allow, as well as when new wireless applications are developed and introduced.
By combining the communication needs of the entire community, the CONXX architecture creates a multi-service
network that allows Public Safety, education, government, local IPS and business to operate as secured, private
networks on an advanced consolidated core backbone.
Using the same off-the-shelf equipment as found in the core of the Verizon, Qwest and AT&T broadband networks,
coupled with the newest fiber and wireless technologies, a complete “carrier grade” network can be developed at a
fraction of the cost of leased, rented or wired connections.
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Scope of Work
The CONXX Carrier Communication Platform (CCP) configuration in this proposal is designed for redundancy,
reliability, and scalability using CONXX’s patent pending EtherCell™ technology. It is designed with the flexibility
to layer in a variety of last-mile technologies to meet the needs and requirements of the network. Our design will
support possible AMI applications for Allegany County including meter reading and other utility infrastructure, as
well as provide the framework to cost-effectively deploy and reliably support applications such as SCADA, Wi-Fi,
mobile, and secure data and video communication.

Backbone
The network backbone that interconnects the tower system consists of licensed microwave links with up to
1.2Gb capacity, which form a ring configuration. Each tower has two paths providing redundant connections
that enable alternate routing for data to and from the tower.
CONXX CCP network core is configured with CONXX EtherCell™ MPLS. Its design is to provide the resilience
found in SONET/SDH networks and provide alternate routing in the event of a link failure in the backbone. The
EtherCell™ technology allows for data prioritization, extremely low latency and elimination of jitter, making
possible a multi-service network that can be used to support many different applications and users.
Scalability is enhanced by the EtherCell™ technology employed at the core of a CONXX network. The CONXX
architecture does not utilize Ethernet in its backbone architecture because Ethernet has some severe scalability
limitations, especially when used in bandwidth-constrained environments such as wireless communications.
Ethernet begins to have serious collision and bandwidth saturation issues at about 35% utilization.
EtherCell™ technology which utilizes MPLS, on the other hand, can utilize 97% of its available bandwidth before
performance issues are detected. This makes the entire backbone available for use, as opposed to 35% of real
traffic on an Ethernet backbone.
The network prioritizes critical traffic over other traffic on the network by user, by application, or a combination
of both using CONXX Ethercell™ MPLS technology. The CONXX CCP supports multiple levels of prioritization to
ensure that the most important applications or users have the network access and bandwidth that are required
for successful communication. The network is fully encrypted at a minimum AES256.
The carrier grade core backbone equipment in our proposal averages a MTBF of 20+ years. All the equipment
in the proposal is mature, forward and backward compatible to allow integration into legacy and support new
applications as they become available. All backbone equipment at the tower is Class 5 telecommunication
grade equipment with exceptional MTBF ratings, and comes from telecommunication manufacturers, including
Ericsson, Cisco, Lucent and Extreme Networks.
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Last Mile Access
The proposed architecture will support any combination of last-mile frequencies to support current future needs.
Wireless technologies should utilize orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) for non-line-of-sight
(NLOS) connection capability. The radios provide extended reach, high capacity connections in all packet sizes,
256-bit AES encryption, and end-to-end QoS for time critical applications.
The last-mile radio links provide very fast packet processing for better network performance, reaching over 40,000
packets per second with 64 bytes packets. Where additional security is needed, QinQ 802.3ad is provided for
secured transport of VLAN traffic within VLANs.
Here is a brief sample of the many frequencies or applications that are supported.

Technology

Coverage
Radius

Typical
Coverage

Max
Throughput

Mobile

Antenna

900MHz

2 miles

12 sq miles

8Mbps

Yes

Omni

2.4GHz

700 feet

.07 sq miles

12Mbps

Yes

Traditional

3.65 GHz

5 miles

25 square miles

12Mbps

No

120 degree sector

4.9GHz

5 miles

25 square miles

12Mbps

No

120 degree sector

5.4GHz

2 miles

4 sq miles

30Mbps

No

120 degree sector

5.8GHz

5 miles

25 square miles

30Mbps

No

120 degree sector

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) is responsible for the use of the wireless frequencies in the United
States. Wireless frequencies can be Registered, License Free, or Licensed.
Registered - In order to promote an effective shared use of the spectrum, the FCC requires operators in some
licenses to cooperate and “make every effort” to avoid harmful interference. There is no first come, first serve rule in
this band. If one user has equipment on a tower, and a competitor wants to install on the same tower, the original
user must do what is necessary to work together with the competitor. To facilitate with this process, all radios are
registered in the FCC database (ULS). An example of this is the 3.65GHz broadband frequency.
License Free - License-free spectrum means a spectrum band that has rules pre-defined for both the hardware
and deployment methods of the radio in such a manner that interference is mitigated by the technical rules
defined for the bands rather than it being restricted for use by only one entity through a spectrum licensing
approach. Any person or entity that does not infringe upon the rules for the equipment (which in practical terms
is all pre-certified by the manufacturer) or its use can put up a license free network at any time for either private
or public purposes including commercial high speed internet service. An example of this is the 2.4 GHz, Wi-Fi
Frequency.
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Licensed – The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has certain wireless frequencies which are required
to be licensed before the equipment can be installed. The FCC is tasked to ensure critical communication
frequencies will work properly and coordinate the licensing of these frequencies to ensure radios in the same
area do not broadcast on the same frequency. An example of this is the 2.5GHz WiMax frequencies.

700MHz
A 700MHz solution provides excellent NLOS coverage in a licensed frequency. Its benefits include better
penetration of buildings and foliage for simpler deployment of connections. It also supports mobility
applications such as data in vehicles. The 700MHz solution does not have the range or bandwidth offered by
the radios in the 5GHz spectrum, and therefore requires a broader deployment of access units. Bandwidth is
available between 1Mbps to 12Mbps.
900MHz
The 900MHz solution provides excellent NLOS coverage up to 2 miles. Its benefits include better penetration of
buildings and foliage for simpler deployment of connections. It also supports mobility applications such as data
in vehicles. 900MHz radios do not have the range or bandwidths offered by the radios in the 5GHz spectrum,
and therefore require a broader deployment of access units. Bandwidth is limited from 1Mbps to 3Mbps.
Wi-Fi (2.4GHz)
The public access or Wi-Fi layer in the 2.4 GHz spectrum utilizes a unique beam forming technology that
effectively increases it propagation characteristics three fold allowing us to use significantly fewer access units
per the desired coverage area. This has a threefold effect on the network. First, it noticeably reduces the initial
acquisition cost, secondly with fewer units to maintain it decreases your yearly support costs and lastly since it
cast a larger coverage pattern you effectively increase your marketing potential and customers reached in the
corridors outline of the County.
WiMax (2.5GHz)
WiMAX is a wireless digital communications system, also known as IEEE 802.16 that is intended for wireless
“metropolitan area networks”. WiMAX can provide broadband wireless access (BWA) up to 30 miles (50 km) for
fixed stations, and 3 - 10 miles (5 - 15 km) for mobile stations. In contrast, the WiFi/802.11 wireless local area
network standard is limited in most cases to only 100 - 300 feet (30 - 100m). With WiMAX, Wi-Fi-like data rates are
easily supported, but the issue of interference is lessened.
WiMax (3.65GHz)
The FCC specifically allocated the 3.65GHz frequency band for wireless broadband to help overcome broadband
service gaps in the U.S. The 802.16e solution offers excellent performance, future proof technology and cost
saving opportunities for operators using this frequency band. With WiMAX, Wi-Fi-like data rates are easily
supported, but the issue of interference is lessened.
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4.9 GHz (802.11a or 802.16)
The 4.9GHz provides coverage in a frequency specifically assigned to public safety and community use with up
to 5 miles NLOS capability. Bandwidth per link is up from 1Mbps to 12Mbps, for a fixed broadband solution,
including video surveillance, SCADA, and other mission-critical data applications. The 4.9GHz spectrum provides
excellent data bandwidth capacity, but is limited in its allocation of frequency.
5.8 GHz (802.11a or 802.16)
The 5.8 GHz provides broad coverage with up to 5 miles NLOS capability and 8-mile coverage with line-of-sight
(LOS) coverage. Bandwidth per link is up from 1Mbps to 30Mbps, depending on the subscriber radio used and can
support many varieties of applications, including video surveillance, SCADA, VoIP and other mission-critical data
applications. The 5.8GHz spectrum provides excellent data bandwidth capacity, but does not perform as well as
an NLOS technology in heavy foliaged areas. This radio is also used to provide backhaul of 900MHz and 5.4GHz
radios that are used to extend coverage into areas not covered by the tower network.
WHITE SPACE (54MHz to 806MHz)
White-space refers to the frequencies used for analog television broadcasting which were chosen in the first place
for the distance they could travel and their ability to penetrate obstacles. They were also good at transmitting
information quickly. Where Wi-Fi (2.4GHz) can transmit data up to 300Mbps, developing white-space technology
can do up to 800Mbps. This new technology will not be in the mainstream for the next few years, but provides a
promising new solution to rural locations which are currently lacking services.

Potential Applications
Here is a list of potential applications and services that can run on a Multi-Service network.
SCADA
SCADA is supported with the addition of IP-enabled program logic controllers (PLC), or through Serial-to-IP
conversion devices. The SCADA device can then be interfaced to the radio’s Ethernet port. The SCADA data is then
transported across the network to its intended destination. The PLC or converted serial data can be backhauled
over either the 5GHz or 900MHz links.
In addition, video surveillance and other security features can be added to critical SCADA sites when using 5GHz
links.
AMI/AMR
The network will support advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and Automatic Meter Reading (AMR)
applications through either spectrum. Collector units can be conveniently deployed anywhere in the coverage
area and the collected data backhauled to the core network effectively and securely.
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Mobility:
A network should support high speed encrypted wireless connections in law enforcement vehicles and fire
apparatus that allow public safety personnel the ability to:
• Access real time data bases and applications including the National Incident Management System (NIMS)
and NCIC.
• Real time access to community GIS systems for details on locations, construction and hazardous materials,
• Remotely observe surveillance video from fixed or portable cameras in critical areas across the community,
• Provide GPS locations of public safety vehicles
• Improve situational awareness from streaming vehicle mounted video cameras

Telecommunications
Advances in telecommunications provide an opportunity to increase the quality of communications in education
and government. Today’s IP telephony systems allow a common telephone system to be engineered that allows
instantaneous communications and features to be deployed across an entire community while substantially
reducing monthly recurring telephones and network costs. By replacing expensive Centrex services or
multiple small groups of outside lines, outdated legacy phone systems can be replaced with next generation
communication options that enhance communications for everyone. The key is a high quality; high speed network
that allows seamless connections throughout a community coupled with any readily available telephone systems
from your local vendors.

Social Inclusion
While the FCC’s E-rate and Universal Service Fund assists local school districts with the cost of Internet services
in schools, there are no programs to subsidize many segments of a community. A CONXX network infrastructure
allows either a Wi-Fi or WiMax solution to snap onto the network at a fraction of the cost of municipal Wi-Fi
deployments. The community can either: a) sell services directly, b) provide them for free or c) work with local
Internet Service providers (ISP’s) to enhance their offerings and provide service to underserved areas.

Traffic Synchronization
Optimizing traffic signal timing is considered a low-cost, high-benefit approach to reducing congestion. Signal
timing strategies include the minimization of stops, delays, fuel consumption and air pollution emissions and the
maximization of the traffic progression through the system.
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BUDGET IMPACTS
The CONXX Carrier Communication Platform™ supports a business model that makes sense. The network includes
a single infrastructure that supports multiple users and multiple applications, securely and effectively.
The platform provides the following capabilities:
Architecture Benefits
Carrier Grade
Multi-Service
Prioritization
Revenue Generator
Savings Opportunities
Network Control and Ownership
True Open Access Model
Technology and Application Flexible

Benefits of Multi-Service
Analysts are convinced that a single purpose, free or Wi-Fi only business model simply can’t work. “Whether city
officials of Philadelphia would agree or not, the reality is that EarthLink’s public access business model has pretty
much died. What has to be understood is that this isn’t an indictment of municipal wireless in general. It is an
indictment of going in and trying to justify public access alone.”
Our business model allows the network investment and infrastructure to increase the profitability of the network.
The typical Wi-Fi solution is analogous to providing dial-up internet access to everyone. While the services are
available to everyone it only meets the needs of a small minority of the users.
The County possesses the means to partially pay for the wireless municipal broadband network herein described
through the redirection of current data service, telephony operating expenses, and revenue generation. These
current expenses pay for leased services which, when redirected, will provide funds to satisfy the payments to
repay the capital cost of the network. In this fashion the County can build a network with nominal increase of
funds.

Case in Point: Lackawanna County PA has contracted for $2.8M Conxx multi-purpose network that will be
funded entirely by the resulting savings it generates – producing a budget neutral improvement project that
may generate positive revenue if surplus network capacity is commercialized as planned.
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The CONXX business model takes an altogether different approach. A municipality simply redirects expenses to
fund the capital requirements of a multi-service network. The network, which fully meets the requirements by
definition of carrier grade, will provide an equal or greater level of reliability for existing data services than those
currently used by the County.
Once built, the network infrastructure can ably support the applications described elsewhere in this response. There
is no other way to provide such a network so affordably, and that will benefit users at every level of the County.
Municipalities frequently underestimate their current data and telephony costs. An audit will accurately determine
what those costs are. Knowing the exact costs that can be moved from leased lines to the municipal network is an
essential step in the process of evaluating the extent to which the network can be built from savings through the
elimination of existing operating expenses.
Once the core infrastructure is deployed, additional solutions can be “snapped on” with a low capital expenditure to
the various beneficiaries of the network with little or no ongoing increase in operating expense.
Telecommunications Case study: Utilizing a CONXX network a large school district was able to reduce its monthly
recurring costs by over 50% by deploying a new IP telephony system on a CONXX network. Data network speeds
between schools increased over 20 times (from T1 speeds of 1.54Mb/s to 35Mb/s) allowing enhanced delivery of
Internet, private data communications, IP telephony, shared video libraries and district wide surveillance over a
network that is more secure and reliable than the traditional phone company.
Public Safety Case study: A County wide CONXX system allows public safety vehicles, including ambulances and fire
apparatus, to have encrypted high speed access to critical data in real time. The network has resulted in numerous
arrests and potentially saved officers lives. A new initiative provides video cameras in vehicles that stream data
to the E-9-1-1 and central dispatch while making the full motion video available to other public safety vehicles
within the community increasing situational awareness for everyone involved. The entire mobile network was easily
affordable because it simply snapped onto the existing community network.
Networking Case study: A West Virginia community is saving millions of dollars with a JCI automated meter reading
(AMR) project and is using the savings to deploy a next generation Wi-Fi / WiMax municipal network. Covering over
12 miles the community leaders are instituting a number or programs including:
• Free or inexpensive Internet connections for children who qualify for free or reduced lunch (E-rate program
qualifications). They are also given used computers that have been loaded with open source software.
The school district now offers on-line tutoring and is planning on introducing web based video instruction.
• Free Wi-Fi in the main business district and tourist areas
• Chamber of Commerce is sponsoring a “walled garden” or free information on local restaurants,
current and upcoming events.
• Free access to government web sites and agendas
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SCADA and Telemetry Case study: A community in rural Appalachia has been able to deploy sensors and collect
data from valves and water storage assets. In the last year they have avoided over $2,000,000 in overflow fines from
their State and put off a $32 million dollar water tank expansion for at least six years.

Network Management System (NMS )
Often overlooked as a cost in most network architectures, network management is a critical key to the successful
operation and maintenance of the network at the lowest investment in manpower.
The CONXX CCO Management Platform will fully integrate and monitor all components of the network via the
management tool. Real time monitoring and reporting is provided by the CONXX CCO, which is accessed through
a browser window on any computer with access to the Internet.
This enables support personnel to readily access critical network information from any location where Internet is
available. All the equipment detailed in this proposal is supported using a single application.

Network Illustration
Here is an illustration of a CONXX network configuration for Allegany County, New York. The engineering study will
identify actual tower locations and actual number of options required for the network.
The CONXX configuration in this proposal is designed for redundancy, reliability, scalability, and is upgradeable and
expandable to meet the counties needed. The network is designed with the flexibility to layer in a variety of lastmile technologies to meet the needs and requirements of the network.
It will support the requirement to deliver Wi-Fi, broadband services, video, and mobility applications for the County,
as well as provide the framework to cost-effectively deploy and reliably support applications such as SCADA, AMR,
telephony and disaster recovery services.
For this illustration we used a multi tower configuration using towers available to the county.

Name

Latitude

Longitude

3-1 Scio

42.06183

5-3 Amity

42.20525

6-4 Andover

42.17714

1-2 Alfred

42.23347

14-1 Clarksville

42.16319

9-1 Birdsall

42.37389

18-1 Granger

42.47556

5-6 Downtown

42.21249

-78.0595
-78.05795
-77.8185
-77.80422
-78.26571
-77.90028
-78.03584
-78.01711
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Estimated Population: 48,946
Total Area: 1,034 Sq. Miles

Yellow represents Schools in the County
White represents tower locations
Orange represents libraries in the County
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8.0 Network Management System
The CONXX Carrier Communication Observer™ (CCO) is a multi-tiered, cluster-able Network Management System
that allows for the modeling and management of complex network architectures while complying with today’s
business frameworks. The CONXX CCO multi-tiered strategy employs 3 strata of services: front end, probes, and
backend SQL servers.

Advantages & Features:
Usable
Web Based Carrier Grade Accessibility using e-commerce technology
Grant visibility to staff or clients
Built for real network issues
Device availability statistics including: customer premise radios and routers behind the radio.

Scalable
Fully clusterable (Front-End, Backend, and Collectors)
Hosted or dedicated or both
Designed for multiple operators

Extensible
Works at the core MIB level
Does not depend on “built-in” management interfaces
Does not require additional hardware at monitor sites
Real time monitoring of ALL network components
Real time and historical signal levels
Built for Wireless and Fiber infrastructures
Integrates virtually any hardware architecture

Security, Security, Security
Monitors at Layer 1, Layer2 and Layer 3
Constantly monitors network out-of-band
Allows operators to keep ports closed
MAC verification
Clone detection and isolation
Honey pots
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Customer Management
Automated configuration
On line customer data with audit track
Billing module

Real time inventory
Location
Manufacturer, model, MAC, community string
.PDF reports
Geocoding give “god’s eye” view of the topology

Operations
Fully web enabled for monitoring anytime anywhere
Intelligent auto-notification and escalation
“Quick Glance” Summary of ALL network elements
Trend alarms
Alarm prioritization

Monitoring
Real time monitoring of the entire network with one interface
Radios
Power and facilities
Switches, bridges and routers
Customers
Locations
Equipment
Services
Access points
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9.0 Preliminary Network Pricing as Developed for NY State Broadband Grant

9.0 Survey details
Survey Name: 2012 AC NY Broadband Survey
Response Status: Partial & Completed
Filter: None
Nov 09, 2012 7:00:44 PM
1. What kind of Internet user are you? Check more than one if needed.
Number of Response(s)
Personal use from Home

Response Ratio

251

80.7%

I am Employed from Home Office

38

12.2%

I use at Work at Business location

164

52.7%

I am a Business owner

33

10.6%

I am a Student

19

6.1%

Retired but connected!

50

16.0%

311

100%

Total

2. What level of internet/broadband service do you currently have? If you are a regular user from more than one location, feel free to
answer the entire survey once for each location.
Number of Response(s)

Response Ratio

Dial up

17

5.3%

Satellite

29

9.1%

DSL - from phone company

84

26.5%

135

42.7%

28

8.8%

None -- Its not available from a provider at my location

9

2.8%

Not Connected - It is available, but I don't want it.

1

<1%

Not Connected due to cost!

2

<1%

11

3.4%

316

100%

Cable TV Internet
Business class fiber connection

No Responses
Total
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3. What is the speed of your internet connection?
3. What is the speed of your internet connection?

Number of Response(s)

Response Ratio

I mbps or less

Number of23
Response(s)

Response
7.4% Ratio

I mbps
3
mbpsor
orless
less

23
32

7.4%
10.3%

3 mbps
mbps or
or less
less
6

32
24

10.3%
7.7%

6
10mbps
mbpsororless
less

24
10

7.7%
3.2%

10 mbps or less
Greater

10
38

3.2%
12.3%

10
No mbps
Idea or Greater

38
183

12.3%
59.4%

No
Idea
Total

183
308

59.4%
100%

Total

308

100%

Number of Response(s)

Response Ratio

$25/month or less

Number of31
Response(s)

Response
9.8% Ratio

$25/month
$40/month or
or less
less

31
63

9.8%
19.9%

$40/month
$60/month or less

63
76

19.9%
24.0%

$60/month
$100/monthororless
less

76
63

24.0%
19.9%

$100/month
$250/month or less

63
17

19.9%
5.3%

$250/month
$500/month or less

17
1

5.3%
<1%

$500/month
$500/month or
or less
more

1
2

<1%
<1%

$500/month
Do not know or more

2
56

<1%
17.7%

Do
not know
No Responses

56
7

17.7%
2.2%

No
Responses
Total

7
316

2.2%
100%

Total

316

100%

4. How much does your service cost per month?
4. How much does your service cost per month?

5. How would you rate your level of satisfaction with your internet service? Add a comment to explain if you can.
Number of Response(s)

Response Ratio

Highly satisfied

56

17.7%

Somewhat satisfied

131

41.4%

Neutral

37

11.7%

Somewhat dissatisfied

44

13.9%

Highly dissatisfied

42

13.2%

No Responses

6

1.8%

316

100%

Total
106 Comment(s)
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6. Please rate on the following attributes about current service?
Top number is the count of
respondents selecting the option.
Bottom % is percent of the total
respondents selecting the option.
Connection Speed

Connection Reliability

Cost of Service

Meeting customers' needs

Customer Support

Well
Above
Average

Well Below Average

Below Average

Average

Above
Average

33

57

136

64

17

11%

19%

44%

21%

6%

34

38

139

78

17

11%

12%

45%

25%

6%

15

25

147

77

27

5%

9%

51%

26%

9%

30

49

176

37

7

10%

16%

59%

12%

2%

30

42

169

42

11

10%

14%

57%

14%

4%

39 Comment(s)
7. Tell us if internet broadband is important to your home, business or lifestyle
Top number is the count of
respondents selecting the option.
Bottom % is percent of the total
respondents selecting the option.

Don't care a Bit

Not a big deal

Matter some

Important

Very
Important

0

4

23

90

190

0%

1%

7%

29%

62%

8. Please provide the street address, town and Zip code of this internet service location
284 Response(s)
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9. Which category describes your age?
Number of Response(s)

Response Ratio

Younger than 18

0

0.0%

18 – 24

12

3.7%

25 – 34

33

10.4%

35 – 44

41

12.9%

45 – 54

75

23.7%

55 – 64

88

27.8%

65 or older

59

18.6%

Prefer not to answer

3

<1%

No Responses

5

1.5%

316

100%

Number of Response(s)

Response Ratio

Automotive

8

2.5%

Advertising

2

<1%

Consulting Services

6

1.8%

Education

87

27.5%

Entertainment

1

<1%

Financial Services

6

1.8%

Government Services

40

12.6%

Healthcare

17

5.3%

Human Resources

6

1.8%

Information Technology

5

1.5%

Marketing/Sales

8

2.5%

Non-Profit

28

8.8%

Pharmaceuticals

0

0.0%

Public Relations

1

<1%

Technical Services

4

1.2%

Travel & Recreation

4

1.2%

Other

83

26.2%

No Responses

10

3.1%

Total

316

100%

Total
10. Which of the following categories best describes the industry you work in?
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Comments captured in Survey:
too expensive and only a T1
fastest I can get but still slow
I only had one choice of provider, but it’s been pretty good by and large. I have experienced a few service
outages, but nothing too problematic.
I have broadband wireless through Verizon
Poor or no connection most of the time from TWC even after replacing cable and connectors.
It’s nowhere near fast enough for what we need but the cost to get higher speed is prohibitive.
High speed broadband at Time Warner does not seem all that fast to me
not fast enough often times.
No service available via phone line. We use cellular broadband which cost about $70/ month
It is faster than dial up, but not always efficient. Takes a very long time to download, if there is a picture etc
in e-mail.
Although “high speed”, it’s not as fast as I had hoped.
Too slow, dark clouds, thunderstorm, bad weather and you have no internet.
Too slow
We jokingly refer to our Wild Blue satellite connection as “country high speed internet”. As you may know,
everything is slower in the country.
need fiber optics in our area
It is very expensive but I have to do a good share of my work on nights and weekends from home.
It goes completely out several times a year (usually when I have a huge deadline :) ). Internet phone calls
lack clarity due to fluctuating speeds, and Netflix movies will often pause and have to re-buffer (even
though we have two Mac Airports).
Obviously feel I pay too much.
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Greater capacity would be really useful, because we have a lot of people in the home that frequently want
to use the internet simultaneously.
I signed up for wireless, but they could not get it to work. So, right now I’m not wireless.
Which is ok, I guess.
Most times it’s quite slow
We are unsatisfied with the fact that we do not have internet service available in Alma. Through current
use of our very pricey network extender, we are able to minimally use our cell phones without having to
pay for an additional land line. The internet on our cell phones works occasionally but we would really
prefer for internet access if an internet service provider would make it available in our area.
At the church we do live streaming of our worship service -- www.alfredstationsdb.org
We presently do not have enough speed without high cost to move our camera to an HD level. We have at
least 5 people on average joining us each week for the worship hour. Idaho, RV travelers mostly southern
states in the winter and Rhode island on weekly basis are typically represented.
Too slow - can only get dial-up at home. Don’t pay much for the service.
Time Warner Business Class has been prone to outages; company not engaged in solving problems.
We use a Verizon air card. Poor cell reception therefore, poor internet reception.
Only thing available is dial-up or expensive satellite.
Internet connection at work is sometimes slow, but so much better than what I can get at home that I
hesitate to say anything bad at all.
I use my cell phone internet connection for home use because there isn’t internet in my area, (near Petrolia). It is available about a half mile from me, but that is as far as it goes. Also, I utilize my phone hotspot to
connect at home. This is quite costly. However I have 4G LTE which is super fast! A lot of your questions
don’t include people like me, which is a growing population actually. (using phones for internet)
Because I run on the Alfred University server, it is very slow almost all of the time, requiring that I buy my
own router for my apartment.
Use AOL browser. Not always fast and ready!
Uploading is slow
I am connected with a ‘Five Spot’ and sometimes I get 3g and other times it is 4g. It is certainly better than
dial up.
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Very slow. Customer service is difficult to reach and then difficult to understand.
IT IS TOO SLOW. IT LOSES SERVICE ONCE IN AWHILE.
We’ve tried satellite but was too unreliable so still on dial-up. I did the gov speed test, it said 30kbps
download, 59kbps upload, 154ms latency, and 4ms jitter.
Very often not online, especially during afternoon hours
I hate dial up at home. Can’t get it thru my phone company or satellite and really don’t want to pay an
outrageous amount (like from Hughes.)
Always seeing spikes in speed and dropping a lot of packets
I currently have HughesNet because it is my only option. I also have no cell phone service at my home so I
am forced to have a landline: HughesNet is extremely slow and very pricey and I wish that we would have
other options!
The speed is quite low for the price we pay.
Too slow
Costly and some streaming and gaming options not available via satellite
We use Southern tier wireless and it has been great!
www.southerntierwireless.com
It is not always reliable. Certainly the speed and reliability have increased with a event upgrade to my
equipment, but that also came with an increased price.
we use a Verizon card. dial up is terribly slow. even now the coverage is good. we are between 3g and 4g.
but constantly the whole thing just freezes even though coverage shows good. just will not send to computer. even typing a quick email can take 30 minutes on some days. usually 5 minutes for a few sentences
when it is problematic.
Frontier said the download speed should be 3.0+ but I often get .6 down to .06. My service to TOTALLY unreliable. Sometimes it works, sometimes not. I spent lots of time complaining and it didn’t help. It’s totally
frustrating and embarrassing for my business.
Very slow at times.
I feel that we are definitely behind the times here in Allegheny Co. Which keeps us way behind the competition. Dial up is out of the question and the price of this satellite connection is a strain on us. Download
speed 724 KBPS Upload 59 KBPS
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Have nothing to compare it to - I don’t appear to have many options, but the combined (bundled) service
cost keeps rising, and the ease of use and choices available are becoming more limited with my current
provider, Time Warner, which I believe has a monopoly on service in Angelica. It costs $170./month for the
bundled service. Don’t know how that compares with outside the county, but do know it is too high for us
to pay much longer.
It’s slow and goes in and out.
Am satisfied at home but not in my workplace connectivity is slow
too expensive
Do not provide internet in Alma NY 14708
We have Time Warner and the price keeps increasing. This is NOT goo for people on a fixed income.
We have periodic timeframes where we have no service.
it is what it is
It’s not the company -- it’s having to use dial up. It makes me want to get rid of the internet at home
altogether.
Generally few down times either at home or work. Cable connection works fine for work and home
including games and movies.
The internet works pretty good, however paying 60 dollars a month is expense. Thinking about dropping
the internet at home.
At my residence dial up is very slow. Any other kind of internet connections is just to costly.
too expensive
It’s faster than dial up and doesn’t tie up my phone. Doesn’t always work and costs to much
Expensive
During some times of day, the service seems to be overwhelmed and slows down quite a lot.
Verizon land line is a disaster. They have no right to call it high speed.
at my place on Rushford there is no service, cell phone or otherwise. It is a safety hazard
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Have some down times and get kicked off occasionally
Would LOVE to be able to get internet service (at home) via phone line! We cannot stand dial-up and are
seriously considering dropping it and going without.
We definitely need improvement in internet service in Allegany county. Mine is Verizon wireless 3g
modem. It constantly “shuts off” & is so expensive.The only other option is satellite.
Cost is becoming excessive...
I can ONLY get dial-up or HUGHES NET at home. I have dropped dial-up for many reasons, and refuse to
pay the ridiculous prices demanded from Hughes Net. So, no internet at home.
The home modem is old and Verizon will not replace it for free. I won’t connect to the internet quite often,
so I have to use the computer at work which is cable-based.
Some days it is so slow, makes me very frustrated. Within the next couple of years we will be moving outside the village and Internet there is nonexistent. Not looking forward to that.
Wish service outside the village was better. A relative lives 3 miles out and her service is horrible.
My concern is that there is no competition in this area for high speed internet service. TWC is out there
charging whatever they want to charge.
PLEASE GET FASTER INTERNET TO THE RURAL AREAS!!!
I have 2 options - satellite or Verizon 4g (not included on this survey). I had satellite through Wild Blue for
4 years - I paid roughly $80 a month for speeds equivalent to dial up. I currently have Verizon 4g and pay
$100 a month this is used for mixed business/college/personal use. I’m an attorney. Husband is a plant
supervisor and college student with online courses. We have no kids. We live less than 2 miles outside of
Angelica Village our road has no cable access or usable phone lines.
Service is ok for general browsing & email but too slow for good video. Video often pauses and/or freezes.
Video advertising slows everything down to a crawl.
We need FIOS.
It is not very fast.
I receive signal from a cell tower.
No DSL
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Local Verizon manager (Becky Briggs) is very helpful, will call and follow up if there is a problem.
Cost of service is unknown.
As I completed the survey, I was unable to do the test. Sorry. Internet Explorer said there was a problem
with the Broadband site.
how does one rate without experience to compare?
Sometimes when I need help I can’t always get a hold of T.W to answer my question without a long wait on
the phone.
they do have a lot of disconnects
Because of higher coat if internet service, possible cancellation of service in near future.
I really don’t feel that I can rate my service at home - what can I say - it’s dial-up or nothing. Very slow.
Cheap but very slow. If I had to pay more than $11.95/month for it, I wouldn’t have a computer at home at
all. We lose our connection often, can’t stream videos, takes forever to pay bills on-line.
I am an internet user at work but I have no idea what our IT department pays, whether they feel our needs
are met, or if they ever need customer support. I rarely experience problems with reliability at work;
sometimes speed can be slow, but I am a dial-up user at home so even the slowest connection at work is a
great deal better than what I can get at home.
I use my cell phone internet connection for home use because there isn’t internet in my area, (near
Petrolia) It is available about a half mile from me, but that is as far as it goes. Also, I utilize my phone
hotspot to connect at home. This is quite costly. However I have 4G LTE which is super fast! A lot of your
questions don’t include people like me, which is a growing population actually. (using phones for internet)
I am taking this survey via internet access through a FoxFi hotspot.
Not sure how this compares to other services or locales.
As an Alfred University user, I have great access and tech support.
This survey is being done from a work computer.
The connection is quite reliable but the speed and price are not very good.
Hard to answer--don’t know what the reference line is for average
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Wayne Hawley (STW) has been wonderful whenever there has been any issue. We do have a large
discrepancy between download speed and upload speed (download is 10, upload is 4) There is no way to
record this in your checklist about speed of connection.
The local service tech is very nice, but when you don’t get what you paid for or continues to be advertised
it’s not okay. Why can they continue to advertise and take new customers when they don’t have the
capacity to deliver what they’ve already sold to me?
I am basing my rating responses on assumptions of how Time Warner rates. The cost of service has
become prohibitive now, but I can say that any service problem we have had has been responded to
politely, rapidly and expertly, which is greatly appreciated.
Call outs to Verizon for repair is slow turnaround.
Video is often incredibly slow to load which makes watching them very choppy and frustrating.
I often just give up.
too expensive
No service available
Server is “Databranch”
Verizon’s customer service is terrible! They know they have this area pretty much locked up and have an
“I really don’t care” attitude.
I have cable, Internet and phone package.
We tried dialup but landline not maintained, broke by road crew and not replaced by phone co, frequent
outages and expense led to every resident on our road cancelling.
Satellite did not meet our needs, impossible to commute from home or take online college courses due
to slow connection. Verizon 4g meets our needs but is expensive. We frequently go over our 10 gig limit
(high speed uses more gigs) and the service is shared between a wireless modem with cell line, and two
cell phones.
Comparing cost of internet service only is nearly impossible due to the various “bundling” options that
providers offer.
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USDA EYES CHANGES TO COMMUNITY CONNECT BROADBAND
GRANT PROGRAM
11/19/12 at 11:44 AM by Joan Engebretson
The Community Connect broadband grant program administered by the Rural Utilities Service could
have a broader impact on local communities as the result of proposed changes to the program.
Traditionally that program has provided grants for small scale broadband network projects that also
include two public computer terminals and wireless computer connectivity in communities that cannot
get broadband today.
Under proposed changes, funding recipients would be able to use their 15% matching funds toward
the operating costs of broadband projects – something they can’t do today—and would be able to use
grant funds for larger geographic areas rather than for a single community. In addition, the application
process would be streamlined and funding applications would be prioritized based on a variety of
factors including:
•

Service provided to communities in persistent poverty counties

•

Service provided to communities in out-migration communities

• The rurality of the proposed funded service area
• The speed of service provided by the project
•

Service to substantially underserved trust areas

•

Services provided to persons with disabilities

• Any other socio-economic factors that may be described in the notice
of funding availability to differentiate and rank applications
Traditionally the Community Connect program has used a more simple rating system which, according
to the USDA, sometimes disqualified projects that may have been prime funding candidates.
“Fast, reliable, affordable broadband is essential for rural communities,” said Agriculture UnderSecretary for Rural Development Dallas Tonsager, in an announcement of the proposed changes. “It
helps businesses remain competitive in the national and global marketplace, and it helps residents have
access to the same goods and services as people in metropolitan areas.”
Recent recipients of Community Connect grants include MTPCS in Louisiana and Pennsylvania and
Scott County Telephone Co-operative in Virginia.
Stakeholders have until January 15, 2013 to submit comments about the proposed changes to the
Community Connect program.
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Can Public-Safety Radio’s P25 Survive LTE?
Jul. 17, 2012 Don Tuite | Electronic Design
Project 25 (P25 or APCO-25) is a suite of North American digital radio communication standards for digital public safety
radio communications. It was launched in 1988 as a step beyond the old-fashioned two-way voice contact between first
responders and their dispatchers, with the dispatchers serving as the link to other agencies when necessary, generally over
a telephone line.
It began when Congress directed the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) to collect recommendations from users and
manufacturers. Based on the recommendations of the Association of Public-Safety Communications Officials-International
(APCO), Project 25 then came into existence. In scope, this was unprecedented, but it wasn’t just happening in North America.
Europe’s Terrestrial Trunked Radio (TETRA) protocol standards are a parallel effort, with much in common, but the two are not
compatible.
The Incident Command System
P25 is about radios and interoperability, but hardware is only one aspect of the problem that public-safety professionals were
addressing. Interoperability is one part of a possible solution, but it has to fit into broader picture. At nearly the same time
that P25 was emerging, there were major efforts to rationalize and standardize the process by which individual public-safety
organizations handled incidents and the ways that multiple agencies worked together when a tempest of smaller “incidents”
escalated into a calamity.
The part of the larger effort that made more comprehensively interoperable radios necessary is the Incident Command
System (ICS), which defines how those radios will be used (Fig. 1).1 ICS is a scalable structure for managing incidents ranging
from a traffic crash to a major disaster. It provides a common framework for temporarily managing groups of people from
agencies that do not routinely work together.
1. The Incident Command System embraces structure and
planning. Even incidents involving police, fire, and emergency
personnel only require fairly simple command structures.
Consider the recent Colorado wildfires, which involved multiple
federal, state, county, and local police organizations, as well
as local, state, and National Forest Service/Bureau of Land
Management firefighters on the ground and airborne. Plus,
private agencies such as the Red Cross were faced with finding
food and shelter for the recently displaced. Trained volunteer
amateur radio operators from amateur radio emergency services
organizations offered support too. All of those people need a
management structure within which to work (Fig. 2).

2. Not all ICS “incidents” are disasters. They may just be events
that call for multiple layers of coordination. For example, the
Thales Liberty Multiband Land Mobile Radio was used at the 2009
Kentucky Derby. (courtesy of DHS S&T Command, Control and
Interoperability Division)
Although ICS is a management philosophy, it’s both a driver for
the development of interoperable communications hardware and
the tool for managing the problems that require interoperability.
Imagine, for example, the difficulties involved in coordinating cops
and firefighters, ground crews with chainsaws and bulldozers,
borate bombers and helicopters, Red Cross workers, and caterers. (You have to feed these crews.) Plus, you have to keep
meddlesome mayors and county supervisors in the loop and feed useful information to the media in a bad situation that
threatens to get worse every minute.
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ICS emphasizes planning and practice ahead of time and allows for information-sharing, learning, and rapid adaptation. But
in application, it needs to evolve continuously. It’s impossible to standardize any aspect of incident control and declare rigidly
that’s how things will be done for every future incident.2
P25 Concepts
Understanding ICS puts P25 into a context. After that, it’s all about standards. On a technical level, there is one fundamental
rule for P25. Compliant radios may communicate in analog mode with legacy radios and in either digital or analog mode with
other P25 radios. Beyond that, P25 standards allow considerable flexibility.
Some organizations use a single frequency. Others have multiple frequencies and use trunking to assign channels. With
trunking, free channels are assigned by predefined trunked radio systems (TRS) protocols.
In operation, a control channel transmits data from the site controller that runs the TRS. All of the field radios in the system
then continuously monitor the control channel. P25 systems in the 700-, 800-, and 900-MHz bands are generally trunked.
Below 512 MHz, trunking is allowed if it doesn’t interfere with exiting radio systems in surrounding areas.
In a major incident, trunking systems assign priorities and share channels among agencies. New talk groups automatically
preempt other routine communications, and lower-priority messages experience a busy signal.
Trunked radio systems aren’t optimal for all situations. For example, in a terrorist attack that also involves ambulances
and firefighters, tactical law enforcement units are better served by going off-network and using direct radio-to-radio
communications and portable or vehicular repeaters. P25 accommodates this flexibility.
Variations in frequency assignments among agencies, along with the characteristics of different bands, introduce their own
complications. Federal agencies such as the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, Firearms and
Explosives (ATF), the Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA), and the Forest Service and local governments use available VHF
frequencies between 136 and 174 MHz. Other federal agencies employ UHF frequencies between 380 and 400 MHz and
between 402 and 420 MHz. (Radiosondes, satellite, and space exploration frequencies fill that 2-MHz gap between 400 and
402 MHz.) Local government agencies are allotted UHF frequencies from 450 to 512 MHz as well as the 700- and 800-MHz
bands.
Frequency also impacts in-building coverage. VHF high-band signals don’t propagate as well from inside buildings as
UHF 700- and 800-MHz signals. Within those licensed bands, there are layers and layers of equipment, starting with the
firefighters’ personal radios. This brings up an interesting illustration of the complexity involved in making decisions about
direct communications versus trunking.
A firefighter inside a building might need an immediate burst of water
from a truck just outside to deal with a sudden flare-up. That firefighter
would have a personal radio. There also would be a radio on the truck.
Is it better to communicate the need point-to-point over a path of
a hundred feet or to go through a trunked repeater atop a building
several miles away? What if elements of the trunking infrastructure
fail or are sabotaged? One solution is to make the elements of the
infrastructure themselves mobile. People try to answer these kinds of
questions after simulations or actual catastrophes.
Standards
P25 standards describe eight open interfaces (Fig. 3). The Common
Air Interface (CAI) Requires P25-compliant radios to be able to
communicate with any other CAI radio, regardless of manufacturer.
CAI also provides for interoperability with legacy equipment. Further,
it deals with interfacing between repeaters and other subsystems,
roaming capacity, spectral efficiency, and the manner in which
channels are reassigned and reused.
3. P25 is an ambitious effort to provide transparent interoperability across not just radio, but all communications modes used
by public-safety agencies.
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The Inter RF Subsystem Interface (ISSI) standard focuses on how RF subsystems work with each other and the ways they
can be connected into wide-area networks (WANs). The Fixed Station Interface (FSI) defines what makes up voice and data
packets and command and control messages, as well as voice and data encryption and connections between radios and
telephone networks.
The Console Subsystem Interface (CSSI) standard describes messaging for interfacing a console subsystem to a P25 RF
subsystem. A console is the hardware used by a dispatcher or a supervisor who deals with personnel operating where the
incident is taking place. There is also a trunked console interface in ISSI. The Network Management Interface (NMI) provides
specs for all networked elements of the RF subsystem.
The Subscriber Data Peripheral Interface (SDPI) describes a port through which mobiles and portables can connect to laptops
or data networks. The Data Network Interface (DNI) takes that down a level to the RF subsystem connections to computers,
data networks, and external data sources. Finally, the Telephone Interconnect Interface describes how P25 works with the
Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN).
Implementation
P25-compliant technology was deployed in phases to get something into people’s hands and to provide for feedback from
the field.
Phase 1 radio systems operate in 12.5-kHz analog, digital, or mixed mode using frequency-division multiple-access. Data rates
are limited, and bandwidths are wide. Phase 1 uses the IMBE voice codec, the original implementation of the Digital Voice
Systems Inc. (DVSI) proprietary Multi-Band Excitation (MBE) technology. (IMBE is “Improved MBE.”)
Phase 2 uses DVSI’s AMBE+2 voice codec to reduce the needed bit rate so one voice channel only requires 6000 bits/s (including
error correction and signaling). It also advances console interfacing between repeaters and other subsystems.
In lieu of the more familiar analog Tone-Coded Squelch System (CTCSS), P25 employs Digital-Coded Squelch (DCS) codes for
access control in the form of a 12-bit network access code (NAC).
Enter LTE
The trouble with standards is that they get outflanked by technology, and that’s what’s happening to 700-MHz P25. Its capacity
and bandwidth are being obsoleted by the latest and anticipated next generations of cellular technology. In particular, better
analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) and digital signal processors (DSPs) have made software-defined radio a reality, although
a reality that must be approached carefully (see “Professional Mobile Radio Goes Digital With DSPs”).
Cellular technology provides economies of scale. Companies that make P25 communications gear, including Motorola and
Thales, also make cellular telephony products. They’re working with P25 public-safety organizations to adapt P25 to the newer
technology, and the newer technology to P25, and the government is helping them.
The newer technology is Long-Term Evolution (LTE). The name itself is a positive sign that suggests it will adapt, rather than
allow itself to be rapidly obsoleted. The Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) defined third-generation (3G) phones,
and the International Telecommunications Union-Telecommunications (ITU-T) later standardized them.3
The 3G system is based on wideband CDMA with a 5-MHz bandwidth. It can download data at 384 kbits/s under normal
conditions and up to 2 Mbits/s in some instances. High-speed packet access (HSPA) uses higher-level quadrature amplitude
modulation (QAM) to get speeds up to 21 or 42 Mbits/s downlink (cell site to phone) and up to 7 and/or 14 Mbits/s uplink
(phone to cell site). Then, cdma2000 phones added 1xRTT and Rev A and Rev B modifications that boost speed as well.
While people tend to hype LTE as “4G,” it’s really an advanced 3G standard. It uses orthogonal frequency division multiplexing
(OFDM), which divides each channel into smaller 15-kHz subchannels or subcarriers, each of which is modulated with part
of the data. In other words, the incoming fast data is divided into slower streams that modulate the subcarriers with either
quadrature phase-shift keying (QPSK) or 16-phase QAM (16QAM).
LTE also uses multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna agility. The data stream is divided between the antennas to
boost speed and to make the link more reliable. Combining OFDM and MIMO lets LTE deliver data as fast as 100 Mbits/s
downstream and 50 Mbits/s upstream.
Keep in mind that that’s just data. Neither 3G/LTE nor 4G when it truly arrives will use these techniques for voice communications,
which still relies upon 2G GSM or cdma2000. This is helpful in maintaining interoperability between LTE devices and P25.
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Recent LTE/P25 Announcements
About a year ago, Harris Corp. released its BeOn. According to the company, it’s the first solution that lets subscribers on a
cellular or public-safety LTE network talk to each other, exchange text messages, and pass real-time location information to
connected team members and the dispatcher’s computer-assisted dispatch system. Harris also says that BeOn provides the
integrated P25 feature set, including voice, text messaging, and location services. BeOn had previously been offered without
P25 capabilities.
Voice communication services are delivered to first responders as Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP) data packets using
wireless broadband IP data services, via the Harris VIDA IP-based network. The VIDA network platform is a unified voice and
data communication system based on P25 standards.
According to Motorola, LTE is enabled by its use of an OFDM air interface, advanced antenna techniques including MIMO and
beam forming, flat all-IP architectures, and a common IP core.4 LTE technology, Motorola says, is available in two technologies:
paired frequency-division duplex (FDD) and unpaired time-division duplex (TDD).
FDD is standard for the cellular industry, and public-safety narrowband technologies are available. TDD-based systems,
commonly called TD-LTE, share the same spectrum for both the downlink and uplink. Also, these systems can be configured
to allocate channel capacity for each.
The United States has allocated 10 MHz of paired spectrum in the 700-MHz band for public safety, allowing a 5-MHz channel
in each direction. The U.S. government authorized a new 700-MHz LTE network for broadband services for the public-safety
community in the tax relief bill that President Obama signed on February 12, says Andy Seybold, a wireless industry analyst.5
The authorization reallocates the cellular 700-MHz D Block to public safety and funds the network with proceeds from future
auctions. Initial funding for the network will be $7 billion.
“This legislation also encourages public/private partnerships to help reduce the network costs,” Seybold says. “Some of these
partnerships will be with commercial network operators and will include sharing of cell sites, high-speed backhaul, and, in
some cases, the day-to-day operation and maintenance of all or a portion of the network.”
Seybold notes that device vendors will also gain from this new network. “New devices will be needed to serve the public safety
network only (Band 14) or to also provide services on the AT&T and Verizon Wireless 3G and 4G networks when a public safety
unit is out of its network’s coverage, which will certainly be the case during network construction over the next three to five
years,” he says.
Harris Corp. recently concluded a demonstration, begun in March, of a dedicated LTE for public-safety network with the cops
on the street in cities around the U.S. and the network core at the company’s headquarters in Chelmsford, Mass.
In Massachusetts, Harris provided a dispatcher and an LTE packet core from Nokia Siemens Networks. The public-safety officers
were at LTE pilot locations in Miami, Las Vegas, and Monroe County, N.Y. The demonstration showcased the system’s ability to
allow distant access to the core’s high capacity.
During the demonstration, the dispatcher could view the location of the police vehicle, know whether it was available for
communications (communication may not be appropriate during certain surveillance situations), and engage in a push-totalk call through the Harris BeOn application, which provides a P25 feature set over a broadband connection.

References
1. The best overview of ICS can be found at the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Web site
2. For an interesting discussion of how communications problems develop even after everybody has interoperable radio,
see “Interoperability: Stop Blaming the Radio”
3. Louis E. Frenzel, “What’s the Difference Between 3G and 4G Cellular Systems?”
4. “The Beginning of the Future: 4G Public Safety Communications Systems”
5. Andrew M. Seybold, “Seybold’s Take: Public safety’s 700-MHz LTE network an opportunity for vendors,”
Fierce Wireless, March 14, 2012.
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SPECIFICATION SHEET – REL. 08-50

WIRELESS NETWORK SOLUTIONS

PTP 49600
4.9 GHz Point-to-Point Bridges

Integrated

High-Performance Connectivity for Public Safety
Operating in the 4.9 GHz band at data rates up to
200 Mbps, Motorola’s PTP 49600 Point-to-Point
Wireless Ethernet Bridges provide public safety
officials with high-throughput, super-reliable
connectivity for voice, video and data communications.
The systems deliver up to 99.999% availability,
even in non-line-of-sight environments, across long
distances, over open terrain or water, and through
extreme weather conditions.
PTP 49600 bridges can form a stand-alone network
or integrate with other Motorola Wireless Network
Solutions to enable real-time access to vital
information such as:
• On-scene streaming audio and video
• Aerial imagery and maps
• Building floor plans and fire hydrant locations
• Medical files and missing-person images
• Arrest warrants and firearms permits
Motorola’s PTP LINKPlanner lets you perform path
calculations and project link performance prior
to purchase, based on variables specific to your
deployment. You can plan and optimize a single link
or multiple links simultaneously and obtain a detailed

Connectorized

performance report to speed deployment. The small
footprint, light-weight radios are fast and easy to
install with audio and graphical assistance features
that help you obtain maximum signal strength and
throughput with ease.
Wireless Network Solutions
PTP 49600 systems are included in Motorola’s
portfolio of unrivaled wireless network solutions.
The portfolio includes indoor WLAN, outdoor
wireless mesh, point-to-multipoint, point-to-point
networks and voice over WLAN systems, giving
customers the agility and seamless connectivity they
need to grow their business or better protect and
serve the public. Combined with powerful software
for wireless network design, security, management
and troubleshooting, Motorola’s solutions deliver
trusted networking and anywhere access to
organizations worldwide.
Motorola PTP 49600 Bridges
4.9 GHz Part Numbers
WB3225 PTP 49600 (5 MHz) Integrated Link
WB3226 PTP 49600 (5 MHz) Connectorized Link
WB3262 PTP 49600 Software Key – 5g10 MHz Link
WB3263 PTP 49600 Software Key – Xg20 MHz Link
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SPECIFICATION SHEET

Motorola 4.9 GHz Point-to-Point Bridges – PTP 49600
Radio Technology
RF band
Channel size
Channel selection
Transmit power
System gain
Receiver sensitivity
Modulation
Error correction
Duplex scheme
Antenna
Range
Security and encryption
Ethernet Bridging & T1/E1
Protocol
User data throughput

QoS
Ethernet interface
T1/E1 interface
T1/E1 Latency (one way)

Management & Installation
LED indicators
System management
Installation
Connection
Physical
Dimensions

Regulatory conditions for RF
bands should be confirmed prior
to system purchase.

2

Gain, maximum transmit power
and effective radiated power may
vary based on regulatory domain.

3

While FIPS 140-2 is compatible
with existing systems, certain
hardware limitations may apply.

4

SNMP v3 is available on AESenabled radios.

IEEE 802.3
Dynamically variable up to 200 Mbps at the Ethernet (aggregate):
5 MHz Channel: Up to 48 Mbps
10 MHz Channel: Up to 100 Mbps
20 MHz Channel: Up to 200 Mbps
8 Queues
10 / 100 / 1000 Base T (RJ-45), auto MDI/MDIX, optional 1000 Base SX
Supports up to two T1/E1 ports
ITU-T G.703 G.823/G.824
As low as 2.35 ms, depending on range, bandwidth, modulation mode and number of T1/E1
ports; accurate T1/E1 latency figures can be determined for any given configuration using the
PTP LINKPlanner
Power status, Ethernet link status and activity
Web access via browser or TLS/HTTPS; SNMP v1, v2c and v34, MIB-II and proprietary PTP MIB;
Motorola One Point Wireless Suite
Built-in audio and graphical assistance for link optimization
Distance between outdoor unit and primary network connection: up to 300 ft. (100 meters)

Wind speed
Operating temperature
Power supply
Power source
Power consumption

Integrated Outdoor Unit (ODU): Width 14.5” (370 mm), Height 14.5” (370 mm),
Depth 3.75” (95 mm)
Connectorized ODU: Width 12.2” (309 mm), Height 12.2” (309 mm), Depth 4.1” (105 mm)
Powered Indoor Unit (PIDU Plus): Width 9.75” (250 mm), Height 1.5” (40 mm),
Depth 3” (80 mm)
Integrated ODU: 12.1 lbs (5.5 kg) including bracket
Connectorized ODU: 9.1 lbs (4.3 kg) including bracket
PIDU Plus: 1.9 lbs (864 g)
202 mph (325 kph)
-40°F (-40°C) to +140°F (+60°C), including solar radiation
Integrated with Indoor Unit; redundant powering configurations supported.
90–240 VAC, 50–60 Hz / 36-60V DC
55 W max

Environmental & Regulatory
Protection and safety
Radio
EMC

UL60950, CB approval for Global
FCC Part 90Y
FCC Part 15 Class B

Weight
1

Remarks
4.940 GHz to 4.990 GHz1
Configurable to 5, 10 or 20 MHz, depending on the region code; 10 and 20 MHz channel sizes
are unlocked via purchase of a license key
By intelligent Dynamic Frequency Selection (i-DFS) or manual intervention; automatic selection
on start-up and continual adaptation to avoid interference
Varies with modulation mode and settings up to 24 dBm
Integrated: Varies with modulation mode; up to 166 dB using 22 dBi integrated antenna2
Connectorized: Varies with modulation mode and antenna type2
Adaptive; varying between -98 and -59 dBm
Dynamic, adapting between BPSK and 256 QAM
FEC
Time Division Duplex (TDD) and Half Duplex Frequency Division Duplex (HD-FDD),
Dynamic or Fixed ratio; each TDD-enabled link requires a Motorola PTP-SYNC Synchronization
Unit to provide an accurate timing reference signal
Integrated: Integrated flat plate 22 dBi, 10° beam width
Connectorized: Can operate with a selection of separately-purchased single and dual polar antennas
through 2 x N-type female connectors (local regulations should be checked prior to purchase)
Up to 124 miles (200 km)
Optional FIPS-197 compliant 128/256-bit AES Encryption; optional FIPS 140-23 Level 2 mode;
certification status may be confirmed at: http://csrc.nist.gov/groups/STM/cmvp/inprocess.html

Motorola, Inc., 1303 E. Algonquin Road, Schaumburg, Illinois 60196 U.S.A. • www.motorola.com/ptp
MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. All other product or service names are the property of their respective owners.
© Motorola, Inc. 2010. All rights reserved.
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WNS PTP 49600 SS 021010

QUANTAR STATION / REPEATER
VHF, UHF, 800 MHz

QUANTAR™ Station / Repeater available in:
• Conventional: Local and Wide Area
• Trunking: SMARTNET™ and SmartZone™
• ASTRO™ Digital/ Analog Operation
• SECURENET™ Voice Encryption Transparent
• 12.5 kHz and 25 / 30 kHz Operation
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Motorola’s QUANTAR sets the industry
standard for base station design and
performance. No other base station, regardless
of price, provides higher levels of absolute
reliability, design excellence, environmental
robustness, nor total systems capability.
The world’s premier base station designed to
provide the ‘heart’ of your digital, analog or
SECURENET two way radio system, supports
conventional, local area or wide area trunking
configurations and when your system needs
a change, you can now upgrade the base
station remotely in a ‘beat’ from the comport
of your office.

The QUANTAR….
Motorola’s QUANTAR base station provides you with true, full-functioning
digital technology in either 12.5 or 25 kHz channels. This result is exceptional
performance and a vast array of features that include:
• Digital audio quality comparable to analog audio
• Improved consistency in voice quality across your coverage area
• Error correction fort improved system performance
• Enhanced embedded signaling with voice
• Smooth migration from existing conventional systems
• An integrated digital modem, saving critical site space

The QUANTAR station provides you with cutting edge
technology: ASTRO digital communications. The QUANTAR can be
configured as analog only, analog / SECURENET or analog / ASTRO.
This capability allows the station to detect whether the received call
is digital or analog and repeat it in the appropriate mode. As your
systems requirement change the QUANTAR can be programmed to
meet your configuration needs.

Utilising Motorola’s FLASHport technology the QUANTAR can be
upgraded via FLASHport from a conventional station to trunking easily
and quickly. The QUANTAR station can adapt to meet your changing
communication needs to extend the useful of today’s base station
equipment in an extremely cost-effective manner.

IntelliRepeater™ Wide Area Operation
Pioneering Technology
• New hardware architecture utilising state-of-the-art digital signal
processors (DSP)
• Advanced software design to provide flexible interoperability
• Software-driven approach optimises current system applications
and accommodates modification for future system enhancements.
The QUANTAR station provides the ultimate in system capability. The
software driven approach means a more cost effective and upgradeable
station solutions.
The QUANTAR offers unprecedented “system-flexible” station control.

FLASHport Flexibility
The QUANTAR station’s innovative and reliable, microprocessor-based
design allows expansion and upgrade of both conventional and trunked
systems via FLASHport. The days of total infrastructure replacement
are virtually eliminated. Now FLASHport upgrades can even be
performed remotely via telephone lines.

Conventional, SMARTNET or
SmartZone Trunking
The QUANTAR can be configured as a conventional base station or
repeater to meet your system needs.
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QUANTAR stations can operate in a SMARTNET system as turnked
repeaters for single site networks or in Motorola’s most advanced
wide area trunking system: SmartZone.

Site Control
A QUANTAR IntelliRepeater now eliminates the need for a local site
controller as a QUANTAR IntelliRepeater can simply operate both as
a SmartZone remote voice channel or perform call processing control
channel activities at a SmartZone remote site.
Full-Featured Fault Tolerance
The QUANTAR IntelliRepeater has the capability to transfer call
processing capability to another IntelliRepeater at the site without
disruption in active calls and minimal change in system access time.
IntelliRepeater operation provides continuous trunking communications
and retains all important features at an individual site in the event of
link failures.

Over the Wireline Upgrades
Upgrade your system now in minutes rather than hours or days traveling
to your transmission sites for local upgrading, saving you valuable
time and money.
QUANTAR’s wireline FLASHport flexibility sets a new standard in radio
infrastructure systems capabilities.
As communication requirements evolve and diversify, FLASHport
capability keeps infrastructure upgrade costs to a minimum for smooth
migration transitions. The QUANTAR station is designed to meet
today’s demanding communications requirements and provides a
bridge to tomorrow’s expanding system needs.

QUANTAR:
The “Heart” of the World ‘s Best Radio Systems

Enhanced Reliability and Flexibility
State-of-the Art Digital Receiver
The QUANTAR station’s receiver modular has been designed to provide
flexible system approach with easy installation and adjustment.
• The receiver is functionally independent from the transmitter
allowing implementation of crossband conventional operation.
• User-programmable channel spacing to 12.5 kHz operation simplifies
station migration to narrow band channelisation plans.
• To reduce station installation and alignment time, only the
conveniently front-mounted preselector on VHF and UHF stations
requires tuning.
• Synthesise frequency generation allows for economical and easyto-implement frequency changes.
• Truly wide-band receiver – 4 MHz bandwidth on VHF/UHF stations
and 19 MHz in the 800 MHz band, allows for a greater range of
frequencies with options for even wider bandwidth.

Advanced Transmitter Design
The QUANTAR station’s transmitter design not only meets but exceeds
major global intermodulation specifications for stations placed at
crowded antenna sties. Electronic adjustment of deviation and power
improves performance and lowers cost by reducing manual tuning
adjustments at installation. Modulation sensitivity and power output
are adjusted on a per channel basis to provide improved performance
in a variety of system configurations. The station’s transmitter is
equipped with an internal wattmeter for ease in measuring transmit
output power.
Continuous Duty Operation
The station is designed for continuous duty operation and may be
operated at full-rated power and it still exceeds all regulatory
specifications. Reliability is increased for the demanding
communications systems.
Built-in Single Circular
The QUANTAR station has a single circulator included in every station
to improve reliability by protecting against antenna mismatches and
to aid in the reduction of interference caused by equipment at crowded
sites.
Truly Compact Station
The entire QUANTAR station fits in a 5 rack-unit-high card cage
weighing only 25 kg. Motorola’s state-of-the-art technology allows
efficient use of site space since additional equipment can installed in
the same area, giving reduced site rental costs and improved system
aesthetics.

Modular Mechanical Design
The QUANTAR station’s card cage modules are easily removed and
replaced for station upgrades or servicing. These Field Replaceable
Units (FRUs) provide prompt communications recovery. System upgrades
are easily performed by replacing a system-specific functional modules
or usually by simply loading new software. Both short term and long
term cost saving are realised in installation, system maintenance, and
upgrades.
Switching AC Power Supply
Improvements in power supply technology yield a reliable, lightweight,
switching power supply. The power supply can operate over a wide
range of main voltages (90-280 VAC) and frequencies (47-63 Hz)
anywhere in the world without modifications. Voltages are adjusted
automatically to eliminate the chance of failure due to improper
installation.

Simplified Service and Installation
Convenient Connection Access
Routine service ports are located at the front of the station. All primary
installation connectors are located on a single back-plane accessed
through the rear of the station. Installation and maintenance can be
performed quickly, minimising set-up time and maintenance costs.
Programming
The QUANTAR station is based upon a flexible software design that
allows programming and alignment through a personal computer and
appropriate software. The user-friendly software simplifies the process
of adjusting station characteristics, thereby minimising station
downtime.
Self-Test Diagnostics
On power-up and during operation, the QUANTAR station automatically
initiates self-tests without interfering with communications. The station
conditions can be readily determined by viewing the light emitting
diodes (LEDs) on the module front panels providing quick and easy
visual appraisal of station status. Station alarm messages and selfdesigned test results are logged and accessed through the Radio
Service Software. Maintenance information is at your fingertips.
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QUANTAR SPECIFICATIONS
GENERAL
Application

Power/Band Option

Conventional Astro

X530 (132-154/150-174 MHz)

125-25 Watts

No. of Synthesised Frequencies:

X640 (403-433/438-470/470-494)

110-25 Watts

Channel Spacing:

RF Output Power

6809 SmartZone Astro Trunking

Temperature Range:

SmartZone IntelliRepeater
X640 (494-520 MHz)

100-25 Watts

RF Imped. / Antenna Connectors:

X750 (Rx 806-825/Tx 851-870)

100-20 Watts

Optional DC/DC Convertor:

Input Voltage AC:

All models support Astro Digital,
SECURENET and Analog operation

Optional Battery Revert:
INPUT POWER IN WATTS (VARIES WITH OPTIONS)
Dimensions
Model

VHF/UHF/800

Satellite
Receiver

2.5 kHz/12.5 kHz FM Modulation
-30˚C to +60˚C
50 Ohms / Type “N” female, Tx and Rx
90-264 VAC, 47-6.3 Hz
Negative or Positive Ground Source 24 VDC
24 VDC/Output power can be programmed up
to half of the maximum rated power
VHF/UHF/800

VHF/UHF/800

Weight

Operation

AC Line

Battery Revert

DC/DC Converter (Pos. or Neg. Gnd.)

8.75 x 19 x 17 in.†

55 lbs.†

State
Standby

70/55/55

24 VDC (X30 option)
55/45/45

24 VDC (X112 option)
75/58/60

(221 x 483 x 432 mm)

(25 kg)

Transmit

460/515/400

385/435/335

505/570/440

8.75 x 19 x 17 in.†
(221 x 483 x 432 mm)

44 lbs.†
(22 kg)

Receive

70/55/55

(12VDC) 55/45/45

(12VDC) 75/58/60

(H x W x D)

Base/Repeater

1 Standard on Trunked Stations
16 Standard on Conventional Stations

6809 Astro Trunking

†Applies to station with option X87 Omit Cabinet without circulator option.

TRANSMITTER
UHF

VHF
Electronic Bandwidth:
(Transmit Bandwidth)
Frequency Stability:

800MHz

Full Sub-band
(reduced with the addition of a duplexer option)
±0.0001%/External Ref. (optional)

±0.0001%/External Ref. (optional)

±0.0001%/External Ref. (optional)

Intermodulation Attenuation:

50 dB

50 dB

50 dB

(For ref. isolation):

20 dB

20 dB

20 dB

Clear 25 kHz:

±5 kHz

±5 kHz

±5 kHz

SECURENET Coded:

±4 kHz

±4 kHz

±4 kHz

±2.5 kHz

±2.5 kHz

±2.5 kHz

-3.5 dBm to 0 dBm variable

-3.5 dBm to 0 dBm variable

-3.5 dBm to 0 dBm variable

90 dB

90 dB

80 dB

300 to 3000 Hz bandwidth, 60 % RSD

300 to 3000 Hz bandwidth, 60 % RSD

300 to 3000 Hz bandwidth, 60 % RSD

45 dB nominal/50 dB nominal

45 dB nominal/50 dB nominal

Maximum Deviation:

ASTRO/Clear 12.5 kHz:
Audio Sensitivity:
Spurious and Harmonic Emissions Attenuation:
FM Hum and Noise (750 µs de-emphasis):
12.5 kHz/25 kHz:

45 dB nominal/50 dB nominal

Audio Response (clear mode):

+1, -3 dB from 6 dB per octave pre-emphasis;
300-3000 Hz referenced to 1000 Hz at line input

Audio Distortions (clear mode):

≤2% 1000 Hz @ 60% RSD

≤2% 1000 Hz @ 60% RSD

≤2% 1000 Hz @ 60% RSD

RECEIVER
IF Frequencies (1st, 2nd) (Frequency):

VHF

UHF

800 MHz

21.45 MHz/450 kHz

73.35 MHz/450 kHz

73.35 MHz/450 kHz

Adjacent Channel Rejection:
80 dB/85 dB

75 dB/85 dB

75 dB/85 dB

Preselector Bandwidth: (Receiver Bandwidth):

4.0 MHz

4.0 MHz

19 MHz

Sensitivity 12 dB SINAD:

0.25µV

0.35µV

0.30µV

Sensitivity 20 dBQ:

0.35µV

0.5µV

0.42µV

Static Bit Error (BER) 5%

0.25µV

0.35µV

0.30µV

(12.5/25 kHz) (Selectivity):

Signal Displacement Bandwidth:
(Off Channel Acceptance) (12.5/25 kHz)
Frequency Sensitivity:

≥1 kHz/2 kHz

≥1 kHz/2 kHz

≥1 kHz/2 kHz

±0.0001%/External Ref. (optional)

±0.0001%/External Ref. (optional)

±0.0001%/External Ref. (optional)

Intermodulation Rejection (Intermodulation):

85 dB

85 dB

85 dB

Spurious and Image Response Rejection:

100 dB

100 dB

100 dB

+1, -3 dB from 6 dB per octave de-emphasis from

Audio Response:

300 Hz to 3000 Hz reference to 1000 Hz

(clear mode)
Audio Distortions
(clear mode) (12.5/25 kHz)
Line Output:
FM Hum and Noise (750 µs de-emphasis):
12.5 kHz/25 kHz:

1000 Hz @ 60% RSD

1000 Hz @ 60% RSD

≤5%/3%

≤5%/3%

≤5%/3%

-20 dBm to 0 dBm @ 60% RSD, 1 kHz

-20 dBm to 0 dBm @ 60% RSD, 1 kHz

-20 dBm to 0 dBm @ 60% RSD, 1 kHz

1000 Hz tone @ 60% RSD

1000 Hz tone @ 60% RSD

1000 Hz tone @ 60% RSD

45 dB nominal/50 dB nominal

45 dB nominal/50 dB nominal

45 dB nominal/50 dB nominal

Visit us at www.motorola.com/cgiss/AP
Motorola and the Stylized M Logo are trademarks of Motorola, Inc.
All other product or service names are property of their respective owners.
©2004, Motorola. All Rights Reserved.
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1000 Hz @ 60% RSD

AN4-02-005
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11.0 Bios of Professional Team

Bill Risse - Manager for Municipal Projects
Bill is our NY State Municipal Projects Manager and account executive for savings-based public sector projects. In
prior work, he developed multi-faceted energy-savings based performance contracts for Johnson Controls Inc. with
Diversified Records, Inc; City of York, PA; Bradford County PA, and Monroe County, PA.
Formerly he was Chief County Spokesman & Director of Community Affairs for Lackawanna County Government in
Scranton, PA. Selected adventures include:
• Development, operation and marketing team member of Lackawanna Stadium and acquisition of
the Philadelphia Phillies Triple-A baseball team.
• Purchase, management and marketing of Montage Mountain Ski Resort, and the development,
marketing & construction of the Montage Mountain Performing Arts Center now a Live Nation
concert facility.
• Founding Board Member and Executive Director of the Northeast PA Convention & Visitors Bureau
and the statewide PA Route 6 Tourism Association.
• Development, operation and marketing of the national award-winning historic attraction,
the Lackawanna Coal Mine Tour - named among PA’s Top-10 Places.
Recognition
• Four-time elected Chairman of multi-municipal Abington Joint Recreation Board, led group to earn
2009 NEPA Environmental Partnership Award.
• Pride & Progress Award from the Scranton Chamber of Commerce for securing and producing the 2001
AIBA (Olympic NGB) Women’s World Boxing Championships.
• Emmy Award from the National Academy of Motion Picture & Television Arts Academy for work with ‘88
NBC Seoul Olympics.
• U.S. Department of Interior Pride in America Award presented by Vice President George H. Bush
for development of the historic Lackawanna Coal Mine Tour.
Earlier was as a news, sports, and documentary photographer & editor; public television producer/director, College
Sports Information Director & Asst. Women’s Basketball Coach, freelance for NBC, TBS & ESPN network sports.
Bill is a graduate of the University of Scranton.
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Brent Mortensen - Company President
Brent was the Director of Technology for ATS Ventures in Riverside, CA -- a global high tech consulting group
focusing on delivering global corporate solutions.
He has participated in projects in over 50 countries for a number of Fortune 500 companies.
Brent has 15 years of project management experience having managed projects on all 5 continents and worked
directly with each of the major consulting firms.
Brent has an undergraduate degree in Accounting and a Master’s Degree in Accounting & Information Systems
from Brigham Young University.

Jeffrey Blank - Co-founder and Chief Technical Officer
Jeff oversees the technical implementation and operation of all Conxx installations, including the proposed
Allegany County New York network.
He is a Co-founder of Conxx and the principal architect of AllCoNet and AllCoNet2, a multi-use wireless network
spanning over 500 square miles, covering the greater part of Allegany County, Maryland.
Jeff is a nationally recognized authority in wireless systems, specializing in WAN applications for municipal
governments, schools and airports. He also has extensive experience in designing, installing and operating carrierclass,high-speed, wide area networks using fiber, leased lines, and licensed and license exempt wireless spectrums.
His development experience includes high availability power regulation systems. He served on the FCC-FAA-Cisco
White Paper Committee on Highly Secure Wireless Applications.
He has designed and implemented solutions both in the United States and in China, including installed networks
valued at more than 18 million dollars.
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David Kartchner - Co-founder and Executive Vice President
David was Vice President of Network Technology at UCN, an advanced services telecommunication provider,
where he specialized in VoIP applications.
He was responsible for the strategic planning and integration of I-Link VoIP network and MyACD network-based
call center technology into the UCN network.
David was owner of Telecom Service Bureau, a charter agent firm for US West and Qwest Communications, where
he generated $6 million/year in annual sales. He sold the company in 2000.
David was part of the startup team for the Salt Lake City operations of Phoenix Fiberlink following the passage of
the 1996 Telecommunications Act.
He was also a senior consultant with the Tanner Group, with experience in network LAN/WAN design and
engineering, network optimization, call center and telecommunication technology.

Todd Tanner - Co-founder and Executive Vice President
Todd was the principal and founder of the Tanner Group, an independent telecommunications consultancy with
offices in Salt Lake City, Utah and Denver, Colorado.
For more than twenty four years, he has specialized in strategic telecommunications planning, owner
representation and feasibility analysis.
Todd has presented highly rated seminars and published articles in the management of contact centers,
telecommunications, applied technology, marketing and high-speed network integration and design. He is a
contributor to Business Communications Review and quoted in the Wall Street Journal, among others.
Todd is a certified Benchmarking Auditor and Bell Systems traffic engineer. He has a degree in Marketing from the
University of Utah School Of Business.
Prior to entering the telecommunications consulting field, Mr. Tanner received national recognition and awards in
marketing, consumer package design and medical equipment development.
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Brian P. Feist - Public Safety Specialist
Brian was a national award winning Public Safety Communications & Emergency Management professional in
Harford County MD and Cambria County PA. He also has extensive experience as a firefighter, policeman and
elected municipal official.
He managed 100 employees and a $12 M budget at the only Tri-Accredited 9-1-1 Center in the US, while holding
the county’s vote on MD Shock Trauma System’s Board, and on the Harford County Fire Commission.
In Cambria PA he led the Dept. of Emergency Services with an annual budget of $4.6 M. He developed an
Integrated Emergency Operations Center with local/federal agencies, and headed development of a Next
Generation 9-1-1 radio and data system - for which he was presented with the APCO 2009 Horizon Award.
Experience includes 30 years as a volunteer firefighter, assistant chief and Fire/Rescue instructor and 15 years
between the Richland Township Police/Communication Center, City of Johnstown Communication Center, and
University of Pittsburgh Police Department. He has over 6000 hours of training in: Firefighting, Rescue, Hazardous
Materials, Emergency Medical Technician and Paramedic, PEMA certification, Nineteen Professional Certifications
in Fire/Rescue and HSEEP Exercise Design. He is a board member of SW PA Task Force Region 13.
Brian served as borough Councilman, Police Commissioner and Mayor and has extensive grant-writing experience
with a 75% success rate for PA Department of Community and Economic Development, PA Office of the State Fire
Commissioner, Appalachian Regional Commission, and Department of Homeland Security UASI/State Homeland.
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